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;,REFATORY NOTE:
3ecause of mechanical difficulties, release of Volume 24 (1975} has been delayed until this t ime. Our apologies for any
nconveniences this delay has caused.
itaff of THE STUDENT PUBLICATION (1977-1978)

ARATA AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Wood's MA.KI NG SEEN

1 Den is

complete list of errata would be almost as long as the paper itself. For the failure to indicate italics in the body of the
xt proper, errors in punctuation that obscure meanings, incredible misspellings, and others, apologies are tendered.
ost of the photographs were taken by the San Cristobaleno photographer, Kramsky, with the following exceptions:
Page 45- Thomas Koch
Pages 51, 52, and 53- Joaquin Hernanz Humbrias
Page 73 - Staff photographer of the Museum fur Volkerkunde, Basel, Switzerland
Page 79 - A student in the School of Design
anks are extended to all these for the use of their photographs here.
e drawings were done in the School of Design by the editors. The map is redrawn from that in Volume 7 of 'The
ndbook of Middl e American Indians." The sketches on pages 88 and 89 are drawn from those in O'Neale's "Textiles
Highland Guatemala." The other sketches were done by the editors from the costumes in the collection of the
h or. Their insufficiencies are lamented.
3 costume

discussed on pages 76-78 is highly similar to that illustrated on page 73, which is in the collection of the
seum fur Volkerku nde in Basel. The lack of captions to the other illustrations is regretted.
ally, certain deletions to Note 2 appearing on page 107 must be restored . The fourth sentence should read:
"In the unduly famous collection at Na Bolam the emphasis was on their, justly renowned, collection
of Lac an don artifacts."
final sentence, enti rely omitted in this printing, should read:
"This paper is dedicated to Joaquin Hernanz Humbrias."

Distributors for the Student Publication are:
Wittenborn and Company
1018 Madison Avenue
New York , New 10021
London Art Book Shop
72 Charlotte Street
London , W. 1, England
For further information for distribution , contact the
Student Publication of the Scnool of Design, North
Carolina State Un iversity, Raleigh, N.C. 27607.
Copyright 1975, Student Publication of the School of
Design, North Carolina State University Raleigh, North
Carolina: Volume 24. All rights reserved.
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PATTERNING
CAROLYN NELSON

Pattern, structural or applied, functions as a visual element
enriching surface and form . Whether sophisticated mathematical configuration or loosely designed primitive crafts,
pattern is structure composed of an image or motif repeated
in a specific order.
Repetition implies order and system, lending itself easily
to mass production. The designer must be aware of the
unique possibilities and limitations of mechanical systems of
pattern production whether they involve fabric forming,
printing, moulding, cutting, or a number of other methods.
Considerations must be made in terms of size, shape, position of repeating units, the form and area of the total product and, the axis and stability of construction. Properties
of the materials to be used, and other variables such as the
possible number of values, colors, or textures, must also be
considered.
Within each design situation, technical or handcrafted, the
designer manipulates visual elements and must be aware of
basic principles of pattern development and design.
Visual qualities of pattern are unique to the pattern itself and may differ from those of the singular motif or isolated organization. Specific relationships between the two
components create new lines, movement and spaces which
must be considered in both the designing of the pattern and
the incorporation of patterned materials into a design.
Pattern is based on an organization of identical units containing the identical motif which, either singularly or in
combination, form the pattern repeat. This repeat is usually
designated in a rectangular form although the visual pattern may have been developed in repeating units of other
shapes. Each type of organization and unit structure has
its own inherent set of lines and movement which may be
emphasized, camouflaged, or completely destroyed by the
forms of the repeating motif. When individual units of the
organization are defined so that the unit becomes the motif
the inherent lines of the organization become distinguishable.

BLOCK REPEAT

The most direct and most common order is the block repeat, in which each unit is a complete pattern repeat. Square
or rectangular units are structured in straight, horizontal and vertical rows. If a motif without strong directional movement or one which distributes movement evenly
in all directions is introduced within the framework, horizontal and vertical rows are equally apparent as well as a
possible diagonal.
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By changing the proportion of the unit and maintaining
the original motif, new spatial associations are made and
one line or another is emphasized. The pattern image is
linear in a specific direction.
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Variations of the block repeat may be created by shifting
rows of units successively. The "drop repeat" shifts vertical
rows a fraction of the vertical dimension of the preceding
unit. Although the motif is repeated in each unit, the pattern repeat-conta ins two or more units depending on the
fraction of the drop. The pattern repeat of a half drop pattern spans one unit vertically and two units horizontally while
the repeat of a one-fourth drop spans four units horizontally.
Regardless of the drop fraction, the vert ical line of the block
repeat is maintained and the horizontal line is replaced by
a more definite diagonal. The ha lf drop square distributes.
the motifs evenly and equalizes space. Rather than emphasize line, movement is less directed and more static. Drops
of any other fraction create diagonals of two different angles
But because the lesser slope places the motif closer spacially,
it is usually this diagonal which becomes visually dominant.
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1/2 drop vertical proportion unit

By changing proportions of the units, the dominance
of line may be manipulated. For a one half drop, the 45
degree angle may increase or decrease, but the angles of
both diagonals are equal . Neither is emphasized. The vertical line, however may become dominant.
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LOW SLOPING DIAGONALS
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Low sloping diagonals often are difficult to use in any sit·
uat1on which requires regularity. The angle appears more
like an off-grain horizontal line rather than a definite diagonal. If use of the drop repeat is necessary for product
contruction, a multiple number of images within the Unit
may be used to change the visual lines. A second motif
may be placed so as to emphasize the steeper diagonal or
random and non-linear movement. By adding the identical figure to each horizontal drop fraction of the unit. a
vertical line is defined. Or by adding figures in each fraction of the u~it divided horizontally and vertically, a srn.111
block repeat 1s formed. In both of the latter situations
the diagonal is completely destroyed when all figures a;e
identical.
Continuous patterns may be developed within frame~
works based on non-rectangular units. They may be Produced as separate units and pieced together or converted
by combining units into a block pattern repeat for vardage
production. In these more specialized formats, the shape
of the motif usually conforms more closely with that of tht
unit .

BRICK REPEAT

The brick repeat is created by shifting horizontal rows of
the block repeat therefore retaining the horizontal line and
replacing the vertical line with a diagonal. The same prin·
ciples of changing and manipulating pattern line as applied
to the drop repeat apply to the brick repeat. However,
because we are strongly oriented to recognition of hori·
zontal line it becomes more difficult to conceal while still
retaining any diagonal movement within the pattern.
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DIAMOND REPEAT

The block repeat, oriented at a 45 degree angle becomes
the basis for the diamond repeat. The possible diagonal
of the block repeat now becomes more readable as a horizontal line. The angles of the diamond may change, al·
lowing the motif to elongate horizontally or vertically.
The interlocking unit structure positions the motif alternately as in the half drop.

8

TRIANGLE REPEAT

A triangle repeat may be similar to a diamond repeat
which has been split through the middle of the unit. This
creates triangles with alternate orientations. Horizontal
rows may be aligned as split units of the diamond creating
a checked effect or may be shifted so that all triangles of
one orientation fall into vertical lines making a zig-zag
possible.
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OGEE AND SHELL PATTERNS

The agee repeat, having the same directional lines as the
diamond repeat, is based on curves and circles. It allows for
for a natural fluidity in the visual pattern. The shell repeat,
also based on circles, is more limited in the form of motifs
which can be used. The unit shape is more objective and
appears to overlap so that detail may alter the pattern
appearance. Pattern line, when dealing with single units,
may change less.
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HEXAGONAL REPEAT

Units of the hexagon repeat stack in parallel interlocking
lines. By changing the orientation of the grid, the inherent
pattern lines may be;(l) horizontal and two diagonals, (2)
vertical and two diagonals. Horizontal and vertical lines
do not appear in the same pattern unless created by the
lines of the motif.
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COMBINING UNITS

By combining two or more units into a repeating pattern
grid, the details of the motifs may be varied so that new
visual associations of lines are formed. Spot patterns can
be created by eliminating !J'OUPS of the repeated motif
altogether. By combining units, the total pattern repeat
is increased in size but may be sealed to fit size requirements.
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Units may be combined in a repeated order for the pur·
pose of creating new visual forms. Rather than being
·c onfined to the lines of the original units and using a
multiple number of similar motifs per pattern repeat a
single motif or a group of less confined images may be
developed with the new unit shape.
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The eight pattern formats and variations may be used
in the creation of pattern for continuous yardage applicable to a number of end1uses. More specialized grids may
be developed for specific products by dividing the total
form into smaller units consistent with the. lines of the
form. Concentric development may involve increases or
decreases in size and variation in shape of the unit. Where
borders are created, corners may require new or adjusted
motifs.
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The inherent pattern lines have been considered for each
type of organization. The repeated motif has had no
strong directional quality or the direction has been evenly
distributed so that no particular line is emphasized. If,
however the motif does imply specific directions, the Iines
of the organization may be emphasized or concealed. In
the block repeat, straight figures have been oriented three
ways which form visual lines in three directions , empha·
sizing one of the possible lines of the organization and
eliminating the others. The V motif, while indicating a
downward motion as a singular motif, creates line in repeat
which is different in character from the straight line but
similar in linear direction. The horizontal chevron stripe
is created by vertically oriented V's.
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Where the alignment of units facilitates the alignment of
motifs into single lines, those lines dominate. If the mot ifs
do not form continued lines, they may become part of suggested lines created by the repeat st ructure. Rather than
straid'lt broken lines, vertical lines composed of a number
of short lines can be seen when one straight figure is placed
in a drop repeat . If continuous lines are d esired, additional
motifs can be added to fill in spaces broken by th e drop.
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The motif may have dimensions larger than those of the
unit, causing the forms to be neither isolated nor aligned .
in unit rows. All parts of the motif must still be contained
within each unit. By using forms in closer spacial prox·
imity which indicate a number of different di rections,
attention may be distracted from all organizational lines
The result is a pattern which appears free or randomly
spaced.
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ORGANIZATIONAL GRIDS

Organizational grids may be subdivided into smaller units
for motif development. Differing from the incorporation
of several shapes to create new unit formations and grid
patterns, multi-uni t repeats do not increase in size. They
also have a set number of divisions within the unit from
which the motif can be developed. Textile design graphs
are an example of rectangular pattern areas divided into
small squares representing knit loops or surface weaving
yarns. The smaller subdivisions are selected and grouped
to form color or textural patterns.
Without application to a specific method of construction
which requires production on a horizontal or vertical axis,
units may be divided into unlimited shapes. These units
can be selected to form the motif, creating a variety of pattern lines.
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CHANGE OF EMPHASIS

The appearance of pattern Iine is not only affected by
relationlttips of the internal components of pattern but
also by external relationships with the viewer. When the
area cowared by the pattern is limited to a smaller size with
few repeats, attention is given to the detail or motif rather
than the general lines. Lines become more dominant when
a large area is covered by the same pattern. Changes of
scale have a similar effect. General pattern lines dominate
a very small figured pattern or a pattern viewed from a
distance. If the same pattern is increased in size or if it is
viewed from a close range more attention is given to the
detail and less to the generalities.
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FIGURE GROUND RELATIONSHIPS

Attention is most immediately given to the motif and to
the lines they create rather than to those of the space in which
the motif is seen. Since we visualize an object as existing
within the framework of a larger space, in pattern we tend to
understand the smaller forms as object or figure and the larger
surrounding space as ground .. By changing recognition of fig·
ure and ground, the visual line of the pattern may be changed.
Rather than creating defined lines, the diamonds in the first
pattern are spaced far enough apart to create a spot effect. If
the size or number of diamonds is increased. The surrounding
area is decreased. The figure and pattern lines are no longer
isolated diamonds but continuous diagonal lines.
The degree of value contrast may link two or more forrns
together as one surface or separate them altogether. Shapes
of lowest contrast tend to associate as one form having surface
design since the appearance of depth is minimized. Higher
contrast maximizes depth and separates form.
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The space external to the patterned area may further
define f igure and ground. If an area is surrounded by
another area of color or texture of an internal fo rm, that
form appears to be continued as ground space. The op·
posite form, by contrast, appears as the figure and again
the appearance of the pattern line may be manipulat ed.
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If detail is added to a set of identical forms so that it is
understood as an object, particularly a three dimensional
object, that form is seen as the figure as long as the scale of
the patterns is suitable for the perception of detail.

If detail is contained within each individual form of a
group of identical figures without implying depth, it is still
recognized as figure. A second level of figure ground relationship is introduced if the detail appears to be continuous
form whose flow is blocked or interrupted bv solid forms.
The second form may appear as a figure superimposed on
a figured ground or as perforated areas in a figured surface.
By manipulation of values, detail and scale; patterns may
appear to have numerous layer, floating forms and
perforaterl surfaces.
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Regularity of form and internal continuity of space contributes to the definition of figure and ground. A pattern
may be ambiguous when the forms of the internal spaces
are highly regular and similar in area.
This is particularly true when geometric and symmetrical
shapes are used . The pattern here may be interpreted as black
squa res on a white ground or white lines on a black ground.
If the square is divided and moved apart at regular intervals,
the regularity of both white and black forms continue to create possible reversal situations, even if smaller forms are ere·
ated. Smaller shapes, when rearranged into a random order
appear as a number of identical objects with different orientations. The regularity of form in the 1once linear space has
been destroyed but the continuity of tone or texture defines
it as ground. It the smaller shapes are further regrouped back
into a compact but asymmetrical form, the spacial isolation
defines it as figure.
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AND CONTRAST
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Contrasting value, then, serves to separate or isolate form
whereas. lack of contrast unifies and connects form. In a
pattern format where all forms are identical in size and shape,
changing values of selected groups of figures creates new
shapes. Units of one value associated as one shape separated
by contrast from the form created by a second set of associated units. As new associations are formed, new shapes within
the format occur as in a multi-unit type of pattern organization.
When more than two values are introduced into this format,
two or more spacially connected forms may be associated as
sides of a three-dimensional surface without superimposed
or perforated figures. The boxes created by three values
may appear to change orientation. Shapes identified at one
time as a side, top, or bottom may also appear as another
side, or bottom, or top at another glance. Regardless of
this change the pattern is still a continuous three-dimensional surface.
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The degree of value contrast may Iink two or more
forms together a~·one surface or separate them altogether.
Shapes of lowest contrast tend to associate as one form
having surface design since the appearance of depth is
minimized. Higher contrast maximizes depth and separates
form.

If a fourth value is introduced, the orientation of the
figures continues to change but a number of reversal situ a·
tions are created. Three values are associated as parts of a
box, leaving a fourth value as space behind the objects or
QJOUnd.
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LIGHT AND DARK VALUES

The appearance of lightness and darkness of a particular
gray value is relative to the lightness or darkness of the surrounding spaces. Gray, when surrounded by black appears
lighter than the same gray surrounded by white. A pattern,
then, may be designed- so that visually, it has more changes
of values than exist in pigment. The reverse situation is also
implied. If a number of forms are to appear constant in value
when surrounded by a number of different values, adjustments
may be necessary. A greater number of pigment values would
be required than exist visually.
The degree of visual change caused by this simultaneous
contrast is influenced by the proportions of the respective
pattern forms. If the gray which is enclosed by a number of
forms changing in value is a smaller area than the surrounding
forms, the appearance of visual contrast is emphasized. Contrast Is minimized when the area of the enclosed gray is larger
in proportion than its surrounding forms.
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COLOR

The use of color in pattern development provides a greater
range of design possibilities. Whereas an achromatic value
range is based on light-dark relationships of form, color rela·
tionsh ips are based on contrasts of hue, value, and intensity.
These somewhat isolated means of contrasts are available
with the use of color although it is through the manipulation
of these color properties in combination, rather than isolation,
that the use of color reaches its greatest potential. Any pure
hue may be extended with a set of lighter or darker chromatic
values which match a set of achromatic. colors. Contrast of
hue is then eliminated and pattern effects may be created
with tints and shades of a hue similar to those of a gray pattern. The strongest or most intense colors in an achromatic
scale lie at the light and dark extremes··black and white . Each
pure hue in the color spectrum has its own light value, yellow
being the lightest and violet being the darkest. The most
brilliant state of a hue falls between the extremes of tints and '
shades. An achromatic pattern translated into a monochroma·
tic pattern may differ in dominance of form since the highest
brilliance of hue occurs at different intervals on the value
scale.
Two hues then of equal value contrast to a common ground
may not be equal in visual strength. On a neutral ground
the color of highest saturation becomes dominant. A conflict
for dominance occurs when one figure is of low saturation
and high value contrast with the ground and another is of high
saturation and is of low value contrast.
When repeating motifs are of unequal area, the form in
highest color contrast with the remaining pattern forms is
seen as the dominant figure and creates pattern line. It is
this high contrast figure that remains visible as line or form
at greater distances. Two figures in low contrast are less
noticeable as separate forms when the third figure in very
high contrast distracts attention from the two. If the third
figure is in lower contrast, the remaining two forms are more
visible as separate shapes.
Ambi~ous figure ground relationships of colored forms
respond to changes in color surroundings in the same way
as achromatic patterns. If a color contained with in a pattern
is repeated so that it surrounds the pattern area, that color
is associated as ground within the pattern. Attention is di·
rected to figure forms . If, however, the pattern is composed
of motifs of different hues within large areas of black and
white, a color border accentuates the motif.
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Individual color differences are more recognizable in pattern
forms on a large scale. If scale is decreased, colors with similar
characteristics lose much of their individuality and become
visually associated as one general form. As with scale changes
in black and white, details are seen on a larger scale and generalities on a smaller one.
Color pattern on a very small scale or seen from a greater
distance may result in the visual mixture of color. Colors
of individual forms fuse and are percieved as solid color areas.
If the amounts of colors and their spacial relationships remain
both constant and evenly distributed, surface on a minute
~ale will not display its general lines created by the organization.
Color pattern on a very small scale or seen from a greater
distance may result in the visual mixture of color. Colors of
individual forms fuse and are perceived as solid color areas. If
the amounts of colors and their spacial relationships remain
both constant and evenly distributed, surface on a minute scale
will not display its general Iines created by the organization
of motifs. If color distribution varies from one area to another lines remain visible. Color as a result of a visual mixture
of two or more hues is more vibrant than a color mixture
of pigment in the same proportion.
The visual characteristics of color, like value, are relative to
the color characteristics of the surrounding space. A hue appears lighter on a darker ground and darker on a lighter ground.
It is most brilliant when surrounded by its compliment and
weakest when surrounded by a more intense color of a
closely related hue. A hue may appear warmer on a cool
ground and cooler on a warm ground. The hue itself may appear to change, its uniqueness emphasized by its compliment
but when surrounded by any other hae, exhibits qualities
of the surrounding hues compliment.
Let's use blue as an example of color change. When given
an orange background, blue appears purest. When placed on
green it appears reddish and on red appears green. Colors
created by a mixture of hues exhibit the characteristics of
one of its components best when surrounded by the other
component color. Blue-green is 'greener' on blue and bluer
on green. This interaction of color creates further possibilities and problems with pattern development. A minimum
number of pigments may be used to create a greater number
of visual colors and with easily made ground color changes,
dominance of forms and line are altered. If patterns are to
be translated into new color schemes without changing form
and line, adjustments in hue must be made for each color set.
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A SIMPLE COMPUTER-AIDED PATTERN DESIGN SYSTEM
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DEBORAH J. OGDEN

Signal Processing Laboratory
Electrical Engineering Department
N.C. State University

The system described here allows a designer to interactively
define and view a color pattern . Means are provided, thru a
data tablet and a color television, for describing and viewing
a square (32 x 32) unit cell using eight colors. These eight
colors may be chosen from the 32,768 definable colors on
the system. At any point in the design of the unit cell, the
designer may view the cell in a symmetry pattern. All of the
two-dimensional symmetry patterns which are applicable to
a square unit cell are implemented 011 the system.
The system is based on an BK 16 bit minicomputer, a Varian
620. Interactive input to the computer is achieved with a
Rand data tablet. The user specifies a command by moving
the pen on the data tablet to the appropriate place. then
pushing a button. See figure I for command layout . The
display device is a Sony Trinatron color television set with
512 x 512 resolution . The system relies on video techniques
to maintain the display. The computer sends data to the
video system only when the picture changes, then the video
system refreshes the television once every 1/30 second. Paper
tape 1/0 is used for saving and re-entering patterns. The system layout is depicted in figure 2.
There are basically three modes of display operation, unit
cell design, color creation, and symmetry pattern viewing_
Unit cell design is achieved by positioning the pen in the
draw area of the Rand tablet and pressing the button. A cursor on the television screen helps the user to see where the pen
is on his drawing. and pressin9 the button causes a square of
the selected hue to be 'drawn on the unit cell at that point.
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Several of the commands available to the user pertain to hue
manipulation. A palette of eight colors is displayed on the
television screen and the designer may select any one of these
colors to use. A ninth hue is also displayed but it cannot be
selected directly. The 'set hue' command allows the designer
to enter the color creation mode where he may interactively
define a hue in the mixing area, (the ninth hue). Three scales
of red, blue, and green intensities are displayed on the television . The user picks the amount of red, blue, and green desired to make up his color, then specifies the 'enter hue' com mand, which puts that hue into the mixing area. If the color
is not exactly right, he may modify the amount of red, blue,
and green in it and enter the hue again.
To get the unit cell design back, the user specifies the 'get
pattern' command. To start with a blank background as a
unit cell, he specifies 'fill pattern', which causes the unit cell
to fill with the selected hue. Any time the unit cell is being
displayed, the palette area is also displayed. The 'switch hue'
command causes the color in the mixing area to be switched
with the selected hue. The previously mixed hue then replaces the selected hue throughout the pattern, This also
means that any one design can contain only eight colors.
The two commands, 'punch tape' and 'read tape', allow
the user to save his design .. the unit cell as well as the eight
colors on paper tape. He can then read it back into the
system at a later time .
The 'display pattern' command causes the unit cell to
be repeated in a two-dimensional symmetry pattern. The
unit cell can be repeated, rotated 90 degrees, rotated lBO
degrees, mirrored about the x-axis, and mirrored _about
they-axis as it is translated horizontally and vertically .

Credit for the system described is also given to Jeffrey F.
Eastman, David R. Wooten, James N. England, and John
Stauthammer.
Viewing a symmetry pattern
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A two color unit cell
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(Basis for the following four patterns)

Rows mirrored about x -axis/Columns mirrored about y-axis
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Unit
ned by David McKendrick, School of Textiles, N
(Basis for following five patterns)
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MAKING SEEN
The Perception and Generation of Patterns in the
Clothing of the Highlands of Chiapas, Mexico

DENIS WOOD

THE WORLD
It was raining. We were on our way from Tuxtla Guttierrez to San Cristobal, fifty miles of mountain road ,
climbing seven thousand feet, and it was raining. And it
was raining hard, so hard that each drop of water hit the
roof of the cab like an explosion of a hand grenade, but
harder than that, so that each explosion was lost in the
sound of the larger battle being fought between the cab
and the weather. And it was dark, so dark that not even
the rain was visible except in the glow of the single headlight. Now and then it would rake across the face of a
sign along the highway . .,Granadilla . it might have said .
.1e sign flew by in the dark and the rain . Per iodically
I leaned over and cleaned off the inside of the windshield
so the driver could see. On the outside, the blades sloshed
the water around to little effect. The rain cam e down
behind them like Victoria Falls. More signs. Navenchauc .
Nachig. Names that might have connected with something
in the daylight meant nothing in that night . Now and
then the headlight picked out a white cross or a small
roadside shrine leaning away from the road and the driver
crossed himself and mumbled part of a pray er. San Felipe
Ecatepec. The name meant no more than any of the others,
but as we passed it the streams of water on the windshield
tossed sparkling fragments of light to me. Gradually they
resolved themselves into the streetlights of a city far below
us. The driver's grip on the wheelvisibly relaxed. He
looked across at me and 9rinned .
'San Cristobal,' he said . As we descended from the pass,
the lights vanished and reappeared many times, almost as
though the windshield wipers could make them come and
go at will. And they shed little enough light on anything
when we entered the town . Behind them loomed dark
walls, but the shadows, the night and the rain were giving
nothing away . We bumped along a rough street and then
the dark fell away into an openness and I knew, more than
saw that we were riding around a square. Then the walls
and,darkness closed in again. We turned to the left and
again to the left, running through what sounded like small
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lakes as we rounded th e co rn ers. The ca b stopped. The
rain pound ed on. 'El Hotel Espa nol.' sa id t he ca bbi e.
We sat in th e cab for a wh ile, glad to be alive and safe,
exh iterated by th e gratuitou s mad ness of th e trip . The
dark wall beside us may o r may no t have bee n th e hote l.
We r all y didn 't care. After a mom ent the cabbie got ou t
and , hunkered over again st the wet, po unded on a large
green doo r . A small window opened, a fa ce ree red out,
and then the door swung open. A large man, h is chest
crossed by bandol eers, stood in a stream of li ght, bright
warm d ry yellow light. We had indeed arrived.
We stood in t he doo rway of the hotel the next morn ing .
The night watchman had disappea red and t he light strea med
in the opposite d irection . The coo l hard sunl igh t did little
to warm the chill y portage way and we stepped out in to
thin cl ar air. It was a new world . Nothing in th e nigl1t's
journey hqd prepared us fo r th is p lace. Yesterd ay we had
been ho t in the low lands of Tabasco. Today we were cool
in th highland s of Ch iapas. In between had bee n black
and rain . It was like going into a movie theater in th e afternoon and co ming out su rpr ised into th e nigh t, except that
here we came out of th e hotel into a place we had never
been befo re. It was not birth, but it had abo ut it th at quality of the tota lly fresh. Noth ing could be ex pect ed because not hing was known . We leaned against t he facade
of tl hotel and looked down the st reet . It was narrow
and the faca des of th e buildings pushed aga inst th e sid ewa lk. Th ey marched west in successions of pastels, rising
slightly to the high gree n hill s that closed the vi ew. To
the east the pav'i ng nded ab ruptly. Cobble and dirt
carried the str et between white faca des into t he di stan ce,
and beyond its end the eye conti nued and co ntinu ed,
c limbing th fl anks of a green mounta in whose peak
was hidden behi nd the roofs of nearer bu ildings. I sq uin ted
t th ligh t, brill iant in th e high th in ai r, and into the squint
trott d a number of smal l ho rses. They were heavily laden
with large gray·black bu rdens, and dr iven by a number of
men . nt und er simi lar loads, short and hurrying. Th ese
things I noticed incidenta lly o r remember without having
eve r seen , fo r my attent ion was not given to t heir gestu res
or post ures, bu t to the way th ey dressed, in c lot hes t hat
echocd. in me un imagined dreams and satisfi ed unknown
desi res. White poncho s fell from the ir sho ulders to t heir
knees, It d at th e waist. White t rouse rs, ro ll ed to the
knees, and white sleaves, roll ed to the elbows, revea led
sin wy smooth legs and arm s, dark in co ntrast with t he
whit of the co tton and the woo l. The ir dark faces were
fram d by whi te kerchi efs, knotted loosely beneath th e
chi n, that vanished und erneath broad-brimmed cowboy
hats ,of crea m-c olored straw . On th eir feet were rough sa nda ls and each man carried a leath er pouch. Across their
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foreheads were leather straps, fastened to the bundles on
their backs. As they jogged, the fringe of the ponchos
slapped and bounced against their thighs. Some of the men
had their arms free but others tucked their hands inside
their ponchos, in a pocket-space created by the belts.
Three small boys, identically dressed, laughed and played
some sort of tag among the horses while their packs
swayed violently on their backs. The horses filled thenarrow street with a sharp shuffling and the men spoke a
language that wasn't Spanish as they hustled past.
If my eyes had first been imprisoned by their costumes,
it was their larger presence that came to galvanize me by
the time they'd passed: The poncho, aod the way they
wore it, the kerchief, and the way it cavalierly hung, the sandals, and the way they walked, with a graceful carriage and
a pride of bearing that only Fred Astaire could summon in
the world I knew . Entranced, transported, we hurried to
the corner to watch their progress down the street. The
same sharp shuffling of the horses filled our ears at the
corner as another group came by. Women and .little girls
helped drive the horses, shouting and laughing. The women
were in black, plain black sl< irts held in place by bright red
sashes below bulky black ponch-blouses. On their heads
were folded pieces of black wool, above their jet black
braided hair. My vocabulary failed me: shirts and pants
blouses and skirts, dresses and jackets, suits and ties, these
were my words for clothes. I had no category for the garments on these people passing by. They fit no patterns
that I recognized. I groped for words like a four year old
and ended just as speech less, absorbed in the freshness of my
vision.
We couldn't stand and stare. We dawdled discretely be·
hind them. And so were overtaken. Men p assed us in other
dress. These strode by in smocks of white with stripes of
red hanging to just below their waists . Their shorts ended
above the middle of their thighs and their legs gleamed
with knotted strength . Bright pink tassels bounced from
the ends of purple scarves, and from wide flat l">ats with the
slightest dome of a crown, cascaded a tumult of white and
pink and purple ribbons. Bottles stuck out of their leather
pouches and as they walked they worked, braids of palm
flashing in their hands. They laughed and tal ked. Black
eyes glittered beneath blacker hair. They passed us jauntily
as airy and as evanescent as a kid's sopp bubble, and as
seemingly con<~erned with the mundanities of this stolid
world. They turned down a cross street and we followed
at a distance .
This one was more crowded than the last. Everyone was
moving somewhere in a hurry. More men i~ red .and white
came by, these with women, their black ha1r braided but
uncovered, their blouses white, their skirts of darkest blue .
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One or two had children, babies, slung over th eir backs in
shawls of red and white, striped like the po nchos of the
men . Little girls, dressed like the older women, clung to
their skirts. Some of these rnen wore platform sandals and
their legs shined as if oiled. Their ribbons were nP.w and
tossed the light around like ballons at a fair . Everything
sparkled with a freshness that had nothing to do with my
eyes. The street was crazy with children . Many wore the
pants and shirts, skirts and blouses for which I did have
words. Some had sweaters on and wondbreakers. Older
women wrapped in flat black shawls and flat black skirts
moved more slowly through the throng, heads erect, with
baskets in their hands.
We were caught in a human flood . Tr ese streets were
tributaries running toward some larger river. l'lle let our·
selves be carried on its crest. As we moved our senses were
massaged by a thousand novel hands. Here men were
wearing white cotton garments, neither shirt nor poncho,
but some relative to both, tucked into a red sash from
which had been bunched up around their legs to mak e it
possible to walk . The tend ency to goggle was cut short
by their hats, flat plates with the merest hint of a crown,
Mongolian looking, which they wore at an angle so cocky
that to laugh was to die. A few of these had large black
and white striped ponchos, casually tossed over their
shoulders. The whole ensemble, diapers, ponchos and
hat, was held together by nothing but nerve . Women marched
by, in wh ite smocks embroidered with simple black designs
in elaborate red and orange woven blouses, in short blouses
with white figured on white and gigantic skirts em broidered
with colorful motifs of floweres and birds. Hats bobbed
above the crowd, some with pointed crowns swat hed in
ribbons, others with domed crowns in creamy straw, still
others in gray felt. We were all moving, all heading for thP.
same place, wherever that might be.
It turned out to be a street, slightly wider th an the rest,
Along it people were oacked the entire width of the sidewalk and spilling out into th e street. Large grou ps of girls,
all of the same age and all dressed alike in vermillion skirts,
white blou ses and socks and shiny black sho·%, were lin ed
up along the street. Their teachers urged and coaxed them
into something lik e decorum, Groups of bO'/S in khaki pa nts
and white shirts, th eir black ha ir slicked with brilliantine,
glistened in the sun Iight I ik e so many C hristmas orn aments.
on a shelf . In the little gestures of th e crowd, the way th e ir
eyes swiveled east more often than other directions, th e
way they craned their necks out over those in front of th em,
the pitch of the voices, the sound of music in th e air, it was
clear that something special was expected. My brother and
1 work ed our way into the sidewalk crowds and waited with
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the rest of them. Now and then a hush would sweep the
crowd from the east while all eyes pivoted in the opposite
direction. Down the street would come a couple with a
pair of kids. They might be dressed in wh ite, the man
wearing a smock of white with red bands down his sleave
and a narrow red sash, the woman in a white chemise with
color threads worked down the front . They would trot,
heads down, up the street through the expectant crowd, the
flicker of a smile playing around the corners of the young
boy's mouth . As they passed the voice of the crowd would
rise, end it would start again to wait .
The day was bright and loud . Somewhere in the town
a musical band was playing . Maybe there were two of them.
Now and then a scatter of notes would rise above the general
welter of sound, and then disappear within it, only to rise
again from a different quarter, like a fitful breeze. The
street we waited on was also bright and loud. The houses
marched , cheek on jowl, pink on green on yellow on red,
crushed to the edge of the sidewalk, creating a brilliant tunneled space roofed by the arch of cerulean sky. Massive
wooden doors and windows barred with wrought iron grills
worked their way in broken rhythm down the street. In
some of them, mothers nestled, red cardigans draped a•
round their shoulders, their children at their feet . The roof
lines too were broken, this one crenalated, that one flat,
this one scalloped. In the thin air and the noisy light the
facades glowed and glimmered as if seen across a distant
water, and yet every detail stood distinct and sharp. The
sky above the street was a cobalt blue, that stayed cobalt
nearly to the mountained horizon where it wed the world.
There, thin bands of pale yellow and creamy white vibrated
in an awesome silence above the viridian slopes of the
mountains.
But wait, that hush is sweeping . along the street: something
is coming. A large motorcycle purrs down the street, A man in
a khaki uniform, a large hand gun, and dark glasses surveys the
crowd with all the haste of a praying mantis looking over dinner.
It is a sign. Ey es remain swiveled east and heads are craned up
and into the street. A car comes down the street, a new closed
black Ford sedan . Another. Another. Several more . The
signs on the sides of the car mean nothing to me, though they
are obviously the initials of political parties and/or other kinds
of r ower groups in Mexican f)olitics. Wait: PR I, that one said.
Ahh, here comes an open car. A man in a dark blue suit, dark
glasses, and a mustaches is waving and smiling at everyone.
Men looking Iike generals or colonels sit beside him . A couple of these . Loudspeakers are coming.up the street garbling
the message, but my brother begins to understand that the
President of Mexico is just down the street. A roar is sweep·
ing the crowd now in place of the earlier. hush and for a second
I am thrown back to Cleveland, Ohio, where we are standing
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in the fifties in a crowd just like this one waiting for Dwight
David Eisenhower to drive by. He does at last, on his way to
th e airport in a closed limosine under a clear domed bulletproof glass. But here he is. It is Adolfo Lopez Mateos. He
too is wearing dark glasses, but is standing in the car waving
and sm il in g. I know nothing about him but I I ike him this
instant. The crowd does too . We all wave back and cheer
lustily. Our eyes lock for the briefest part of a second. The
school ch ildrcn are throwing flowers and he is gone, farther up
the st~et toward the center of town . The crowd comes off
the walls and surges into the street. Most of them follow hir1
to the main square where we learn he will give a speech. But
we have other things to do on our first day in San Cristobal.
We head toward the quieter inner edge of town where it washes .--------~--_,,...,....---~~~---
washes up the side of a shiny emerald hill capped by a small
white church, bright and pure in the vastness of the sky. We
worker our way upward. Few others were on the hillside now.
Near the summit we sat down on a couple of gray rocks, squat
like turtl es, and looked out over t!,e town .
In the west, a long white stair climbed a knuckle of the
mountain to a white church domed like Sacre Cuoer, glimmering pristine against the green slopes rising behind it. Between
this hill and that, lay the town, the red tiles and the steeply
pitched roofs rising and falling like a choppy sea, dirty red .
Here and t here steeples of white and cream , red and brown
poked above the waves like sails. The whole was settled in a
bowl, ringed completely by mountains. Only in th e north did
they gently to a saddl e pass. In the heart of all this lay th e
zocalo, the town's main square. There we saw t'le crowd, sparkling and colorful, a solid mass at this distance. Music rose in
the air, the long lin e of th e lead trumpet rising and falling like
the roofs of the town, a reedy instrument, probably a marimba,
pattering in the background, now louder, now softer, as t he
voice of the crowd swel led and subsided. 1'-low in another quilrter another band, another trum pet. Elsewhere still another
Occassionally the bark of a nearby dog cut the air and th e
crowing of a rooster. Individual voices would som etim es reach
us. The sun was warm now and the air was softly full of th e
smell of pine boughs burning. Thin blue smok e filtered
upward from many homes. SuddP.nly rockets exploded above
the zocalo, trailing aravesques of acrid smoke. Boom, boom.
Boom, boom. It was noon. Beneath us, on steps we had not
seen leading to th e top of the hill, a couple of people sat. Now
they got up and continued their climb. As they came nearer
we could see that they were dressed in ponchos, he in white
and she in black .
As I looked at them, excitement rose to choke me. I had
not been calm with all of this. The utter freshness of this ·
world resonated violently within me, as though the morning
were a giant tuning fork and I another. This ponchoed presence, isolated on the steps in the calm of the moment, caused
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still more intense reverberations deep within my bei ng. But
here, out of th e maelstrom, I could attend and hear myself.
The rumblings we re conf used and , a:; I grappled to articu late
them, f} aled to rhetoric and memories and littl e more. But
so it is, and so it was. As t hese two advanced to ward us up
the steps, Robert ond El izabP.th Taylor advanced befor e
th em, bright in cloaks and silken surcoats. In this prenoon
San Cristobal sun , oriflammP.s, red and gold, lay out upon
the breeze, and Arthu r th•.: l( ing . and! Lancelot and Guy
charged aga in and won. Bri efly as I raised mv head I saw across the va lley not a church, but castle, brave and lonely.
T he middle ages fluttered lik e its banners and, as if through
a mist of aurelian and silver, Genghis Khan charged and whirled
witl~ ~J!ongol p rinces, desperate and fell in th e ir sky-blue clo aks
cloaks an d blood-md sashes, their ponies dancing mad beneath
th e sun, the gases long and sere upon the steppe. As t he ir
campfires fad ,;d, I looked more closely at their faces but it
was Gandalf, Aragorn and Boromir that huddled close around
that fire, weatherstained and ancient, drawn close around their
bodies, hoods p ulled low, acts of great heroism lining t he very
clo thers th ey wore. The morning sun was unrelenting: gone!
All gone! Arth u r sunk beneath the sorry pool, the Khan long
vanish ed in t he steppe's long grasses. Gandalf passed ac ross
the sea forever eastward! Gone, but fresh and I iving in my
adolescent soul. When I wss four or five my moth er mad e me
a Crusader's outfit for my toy rabbit: a white surcoat with
a cross of red beneath a cloak of black velvet lin ed with silk.
Bunny was King in those clothes and a great hero. When I
was nine or ten my moth er made me a Crusader's outfit for
my toy rabbit: a white surcoat with a cross of red beneath
a cloak of black velvet lined with silk. Bunny was King in
those clothes and a great hero. Wh e n I was nine or ten my
mother made me a cape of dark gray ch eesE cloth which I
wore abroad at night, lurking in dark ;:J iaces and spinning a·
ro u nd to make my cloak fly. stalking the night a hero. On
its back a white cross floated on a deep red sea, and in this
escutcheon I had sewed a ring of secret magic power. And
even now, even dressed in khaki pants and a plain plaid shirt,
I was such who only month before had wandered out at night
beneath the moon, hands outstretched to catch its light, so
filling myself with purest moonshine. Like Odin, Thor and
Tyr I wheeled my bicycle through the streets of ClevP.Iand
Heights, lost in a reverie of swords and cloaks, capes and gods.
This is the baggage I carried with me, this and more. of wildness and magic, strength and past, and these bags I opened
tl1ere upon that San Cristobal hill. Out of them I lifted cloaks
of power and of lore, festooned with all the suns and stars and
moons of my imagination, and these I draped around the
shoulders of the couple coming up th e steps, and with, these
1 invested all I'd seen that morning. I would becom e as th ey
and they would be my dreams forever more.
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The couple coming up the stair was just below us now. The
black piece of cloth upon her head was like a piece of night,
while his broad white hatlwas like a smaller sun. Black and
white, night and day. So lazy in the sun upon the hill above
the city I began to pattern this my novel world.
ORDER OUT OF CHAOS
Each of us h<s the ability to make the world. Like any
god, we bring cosmos out of chaos, order to unorder, concept
out of percept. Like every god we name what we make, as a
matter of course, the final epiphenomenal act of creation that
confers concrete reality on the evanescence of events. There on
on my rock beneath the sun I began the ordering of this new
~or! d. I_ named its parts. These on the steps were Indians, .
distingUished solely by their clothing. We on our rocks were
orteamericancs, Gringos, Americans. Those others, wearing
clothes Iike us, but Iiving here, were Mexicans.
These names I gave, to what did they attach? To these on
the steps? To us on our rocks? To those in the zocqlo making
merry? They attached to none of these themselves. No man
by himself is Indian, or Mexican or Gringo . He is these things
by virtue of membership in something other than himself, by
being one of a collection of things, each of which shares in com·
mon with the others an attribute or set of attributes. This
collection is a pattern. The statement of the commonality the
li sting of the Shared attributes is a statement of the pattern
rule . Each member of the collecL1~n is a pattern exampie 1
T h is is not a triviaf activity . Nor is it nasty, demeaning, senseless, arroagant, or done in fear, necessarily, though it might
of course be all these things. To Amy Lowell's wondering,
'Christ! What are patterns for?' John Keats has answered,
'They are largely for the timid; for those who find them comfortable.' But I would answer otherwise, that they are also
for the brave, who would swim the chaos and discover a cosmos. Chaos was this morning in San Cristobal and now like
Erebus, his son, I would lie with a refraction of myself and
spawn Day and Light. And other patterns, Indian, Mexican
and American, names of rules that will provide, not answers,
but foci from which to ask questions of this my novel world
and around which to organize my meaning. And so my
thought revolved that ·morning on the rocks beneath the sun,
Indians, Mexicans, Amer icans. The Indians walked by, unselfconscious in our glance, and the A mericans stood up and
stretched, exh il irated by the maelstrom of the morning and
the high thin mountain air. Clouds were rushing into the valley from all directions and it was time for lunch. We
descended the hill to the staccato accompaniment of rockets
exploding in the sky, this time by the steps.
Indian was a simple pattern. It included in its grasp all the
variations in dress and step we'd seen that morning that we
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had never seen before. But little else. It could not distin guish among the modes of dress nor include the other acts
of life. But that afternoon, after the rains had come and gone
and deep blue puddles had etched themselves along the gutters and into the streets like bits of sky fallen from favor, we
set out for La Segoviana, a small shop specializing in folkcraft
whose fame preceded it. It wasn't hard to find then . In those
days it was just a couple of doors up Guadalupe from the
zocalo. We went down the 20 de Noviembre past the movie
theater. The street was crowded, mostly with Indians,
thoughthere were a large number of people hanging around
the theater that didn't really fall under my trichotomic umbrella. These wore pants and ahirts all right, but not so that
you would immediately think of buying them in a shop in
your hometown. They were white , both the pants and the
shirts, and very simple and very rough the cloth . The language they spoke did not immediately. impress me as Spanish
either, and some of them spoke with the passing Indians and
joked with them and laughed. Most of the Indians seemed
to be heading away from the zocalo. These wore white wool
ponchos secured at the waist with leather belts and the worn·
en were dressed in large bulky black wool blouse& over plain
dark skirts. More Indians sat in the zocalo, in family groups
on the benches among the formal plantings as if for a portrait photographer, or walked beneath the arcade on the
square's west side, or sat on its steps. Here and there on the
sidewalk against the walls sat a woman and a child or two,
black and brown and white against a wall of fading pink,
bloodied in the lowered sun. Most of the Indians that were
moving were moving in our direction, up Guadalupe, at
whose end glimmered the white domes of the church on the
town's far side.
There on the right was La Segoviana. It was the only shop
on the street that had glass display windows, and these were
small. Mostly the shops just spilled out onto the street, goods
tacked and hung around the door, baskets and blankets and
pots arranged on the sidewalk around. Things were neater at
La Segoviana. Out in front a few Indians stood watching the
exchange between an older man, balding slightly, mustached
and wearing a cardigan sweater. Also there were ·a pair of
Indians. Signs read 'On parlais francais' and 'English spoken'
Although it didn't say so, whoever he was was also speaking
something else with the Indians. It sure wasn't any of the
languages advertised or Spanish. The cosmopolitan a ir of
this tiny mountain town tucked deep in southern Mexico
compared to that of Paris or the Vatican City, and made New
York seem like a provincial backwater. The first room of the
shop was filled with hats, rubber goods, ponchos and hat covers against the rain, hoe blades and handles, transitor radios,
lanterns and sacks conta ining I never found out what. It was
what an American general country store must have been be·
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fore th ey all became Ye Old Time Country Store, filled with
candy and ca lico cats.
It wa s som ething I could have stayed with, but it wasn't
wha t we'd come to see. Beyond was an inner room . As we
entered th e balding man said 'Good afternoon' in English
and back ed away from t he Indians to flick a switch. Lights
fl oo ded th e inner room . Th ere were tabiP.s in a room lined
with shelves six feet high and every inch of space occupied
by cloth : se rapes, ponchos, bedspreads, blouses, strange
things for which I had no name, goods by the yard, and
probably by th e mile. Above the shelves ran walls up maybe
ten or twelve more feet. On the walls running around the
roo m were cardboard re presentations of Indians, in pairs, a
man and a wo man , dressed in the cloth es that I had seen .
And na med .
Z inaca ntan th e sign said and there was a man and a woman.
The ma n wore hi s hair in a bowl cut and around his neck was
loosely t ied a purpl e sca rf w ith bright pink tassles and from
h is shoulde rs hung a thin cotton smock white with fine vert ica l red pin stripes. The hat above him , flat against the wall,
was of straw, and pink a nd white and purple ribbons hung
fro m it . Besi de him, in braids, stood a young woman. Her
blo use was white cotton with the breast worked in horizontal
rows of red. Beneath it hung a deep blue-black skirt of cotton,
d ressed like her younger counte rpart except that over her
sho ulde r hung a black and white ch ecked piece of woolen
cloth .
Nex t to t hese stood a nother coupl e. Th e sign said Tenejapa.
The wo man wore a blouse of white cotton, highly decorated
in red and ora nge a round t he neck and along the shoulders.
A neck lace hung around her neck . Dangling near her head was
a piece o f white cotton decorated with bands in orange and
red . He r blou se was tucked into a skirt of th e same deep bluebl ack cotton bound with a sash of red, six inches wide with
stri pes of bl ack running its length. A large cotton bag hung
nex t to and a small one hung from her sash and both were
wo rk ed in bands of red and ora nge. Th e m an wore a very
large wool poncho, stripes of black and' . white, alternating
and a sash of white whose e nd s were work ed in the same bands
of red and ora nge. The hat above him had a pointed crown
and ribbons.
The man and the woman next to them were lightly clad in
cotto n bags, chemises perhaps, he with three stripes on his
sleeves and a sash of plain red cotton, she sleeveless but with
small colored rectangles spotted here and there, and a ring
around t he neck I(VOrked in red . Cancuc red the label. So
th ey wheel ed around the walls: Larrainzar San Andres,
Hui stan, Chamula, Ocosingo, San Bartolome, perhaps the
Lacandon as well.2 The sm ell in th e room was warm, complex : fresh and untanned leather, wool still rich with lanolin,
wood, t he aroma of burning pine, and other smells for which
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I still had no patterns. The balding man came into the room
and introduced himself as Joaquin Hernanz. He was very
helpful. The labels on the cardboard figures were the names
of the towns from which these Indians came. So, these were
from Chamula and were call Chamulas, while these were
from Z inacanatan and were called Zinacantecans. On the
other hand, these here were also Chamulas, but from San
Andres Larrainzar while these from Chenalho were called
were called San Pedrans. It was at once obvious that whatever the pattern, the pattern rule was not going to be simple
to lay out. That became increasingly obvious in the next
half hour, as we looked about the room . In the piles everywhere lay sashes, smocks, ponchos, and other articles of
clothing. I would look at the figures on the wall, try to
articulate the pattern rule, and test my understanding by
naming the town from which it must have come. Right now,
then wrong. I began to plumb the nature of the variations
each pattern rule included . This sash, basically white with
fine pinstripes of blue and red, and the richly decorated
ends, done in small diamonds of green and red and orange
with a row of little dancing men : where was then pattern?
Was it the white cloth with decorated wnds that placed it
squarely in Magdelenas? Or the small diamonds? Or the red
and orange or green? Or the fine pinstripes? The white cloth
with decorated ends, examples of this were to be found in the
Tenejapan pattern; while diamonds in red and orange and green
green popped up in Santa Marta. Wllat I was trying to do,
mathmatically speaking, was 'computate the incariants in a
set of sources under various transformations, or, putting it
differently, to establish what is common in all lions that we
may identify them as one of a kind or in all vipers that we
know them to be different from lions, representing a class in
themselves' (Foerster, 1969b, 3) . What was invariant in these
many examples of sashes from Magdelenas? Or these huipiles
from Tenejapa? Or these ponchos from Chamula? What, in
other words, was the pattern rule?
Dazed by the colors and the shapes, consumed with desire
to buy them all, I stumbled out into the darkening evening.
The sky was mad with sunset.lt suffused the street with a
damson glow against which the lights of the shops laughed
and danced. It was like Manhattan at Christmas on this crazy
street in this little far-off mountain town. Across from La
Segoviana the proprietress of a hole-in-the-wall beckoned to
me. Around her door-frame hung black and white wool ponchos. I looked them over, with the critical eye of the hard
to sell but she had already sold me. There was a black poncho
of a wool like velvet. The V-neck was outlined in fine white
stitching. It was sewn up the sides and had arms like an American sweater, and two big loose pockets. I forget what she
wanted for it, or what I paid, but the haggling was short and
sweet, and I walked off down the street with a Chamula pon-

cho tucked securely beneath myarrn 3 Back at the hotel I
went to my room. I fumbled the key in the door in my excitement. I called for my brothers to see if they were in.
They weren't. I stood before the mirror and pulled the poncho
on. My glasses fell to the floor and I bent to pick them up.
Putting them on I looked into the mirror. Something new was
there, not just me in a black poncho, but my whole past world
and a new one too. Not just seen, but in that moment dimly
understood, a set of possibilities, interlocking patterns meshing
into meanings. Something was unlocked in that instant. I
laughed like a baby looking for the first time at a mirror and
like the baby my eyes opened wide with wonder. I laughed
again and tw irled before the mirror.
ORDERINTOSTRUCTURE
The clothes turned out to be the key, of course, that unlocked the door of the highlands. After understanding the
clothes, everything else was easy. It took time, many visits,
many books, many converstations, but in time it all became
very simple. I'm talking about the structures, complexex
of patterns, that seemed to underlie everything I'd seen that
morning, the structures within which everything was organized
the structures which once I understood them allowed me to
participate in all of it . Understanding them didn't make me an
an Indian or a Mexican--that could come only with time I
never even had - but at least it helped me see more deeply into
the structures of my life as an American. Shit .. . I don't even
know if it helped do that, but piecing them together was sure
a lot of fun.
A. COSTUME AND SOCIAL PATTERNS
The first set of patterns were the most important; there
were Indians and non -Indians, and the Indians wore those crazy
clothes, and the non-Indians didn't. In those broad hats with
wild ribbons or those white chamarras hanging to the knees
you could tell an Indian a mile off. Everything left over just
wasn't an Indian. Yeah, but it wasn't quite that simple, because
because the stuff left over was a lot of different things, things
like Spaniards, meztizos, and ladinos to start off with, not
counting the foreigners, both expatriate residents and tourist. But while they turn out to have a role here, let's you and
I forget about them for a while and deal with the others.
San Cristobal is home for some maybe thirty-thousand people and not a one of them is an Indian. A lot of them were
once, but you can tell that they aren't now by the clothes.
It was settled by Spaniards in the 16th Century, but it grew by
intermarriage. Indians and the children of Indians and Span-
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iards and just plain Spaniards made it the town that it is.
Those children of Indians and Spaniards are meztizos and
during the four hundred years they have come to be the bu lk
of those living in San Cristobal. And the rest of Mexico. They
are the Mexicans: everybody else is something different, Indian, Ladino,Spaniard , Gringo . While the Mexican is not an
American he is someone you would recognize. He is a Catholic and in this part of the world an urbanite. He speaks Spanish and goes to the movies and follows the international soccer scene and sometimes even American baseball. He knows
who Rafael is and Armando Manzanero and F avio and even
the Beatles, and he usually likes John Wayne, especially in
Westerns, He is either a shopkeeper or a cabdriver, a millionaire or a pauper, a doctor, a lawyer or anything--except
an Indian chief. In San Cristobal most of the Spaniards fit
this pattern too ; except for the color of the skin tmd maybe
the eyes, and except for an e11:cessive amount of social prestige,
it's pretty hard to tell the mextizo from the Spaniard. Here
they 're both Mexicans, and that means something.
Benjamin Colby says it means that they are part of the nation at large. He says (Colby, 1966, 20) that in this 'society
there is a very strong historical awareness extending all the
way to the time of the conquest, . Mexico City is the Mecca
for all culture. FurthP.r mn~t people in San Cristobal are extremely patriotic and exhibit a strong desire to acquire status
for mexico on an international level.' These people care about
MEXICO, that whole big country, and its place in the world
and in the history of the world, And they live in that whole
big WORLD and in the history of its time. And all this shows
I've read a lot of Mexican shirt l~bels. They're like American stlirt labels: mostly home-grown stuff, but the names
Japan and Taiwan show up too. It's shirts with button-down
tabs, and jackets with lapels that are w ide this year but narrow
the next, and print skirts and pretty little blouses with plastic
buttons and ties and the whole routine. And by looking at
a Mexican you can make the same judgments about sex and
age and class and profession that you can make in this country and ,the Mexicans do, and those that want to be respected
bad enough dress their little boys in jackets and ties on Sunday just like those that can afford it and shoeshine men can
make a real living keeping the sun bouncing off the Corfam.
And the patent leather. And the tourists go crazy gett ing
their shoes shined everyday out in the Zocalo by their favorite guy and pay too much everytime. I ought to know .
The thing about these clothes is that like the people that
wear them they are part of the big world outside .It may
take a little longer to get here but the changes set in mot ion
by the Paris couturiers are felt here sooner or later. The
clothes worn in San Cristobal are meant to reflect the place
of the city in Mexico and the place of Mexico in the world .
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The young machos shine and dazzle in whatever affordable
is most current and the substantiable business men are proper
in heavy dark glasses and dark suits. These people know the
score clotheswise: they measure you by the quality of your
shoes. Get 'em shined: everybody notices. A lot of people
have studied the mechanics of all this, the nature of what we
know about a person in that first fateful glance( Rosencranz,
1972; Bathke, 1968; Eddy, 1965; Vener, 1957; Knapper, 1968;
ad infinitum) and it's not all clear but a couple of critical
things are . One of these is that dress in this sort of society
comprises a tricky code, one that smooth operator can use to
his advantage, but which always gets the unfamiliar in a jam,
and which a caring society takes care to obliterate by putting
little kids in uniforms at school, like the kids lined up to wave
at the President of Mexico, right here in San Cristobal. Clothes
in this kind of situation are a badge but a badge you can buy
and learn to flash with cool or throw away. As you will and
as you can . Another thing that's clear is fashion, the flexible
always changing rule book that means you've got to buy that
badge today, tomorrow and again and again tomorrow. It
keeps the mills going and helps sharpen those distinctions
because not just everyone can purchase fifteen pairs of pants
a year. Two things: the code of class and fashion the cop,
of the world and in history. San• Cristobal's something:
they know what's up to date in Tuxtla, Mexico and NewYork
City .
There's another group of people here in town: Ladinos.
Colby says that 'the town dwellers speak Spanish and refer
to themselves as Ladinos' (Colby, 1966, 5) but he also says
that ' Ladino' is 'A word originally used to refer to those accu lt urated Indians who were able to speak Spanish. Ladino
also means literally 'cunning' or 'crafty' as some of the more
informed inhabitants will point out" (I bid em).
Colby's second definition is closer to what I have ex·perienced than his first, the people in town--SpaniS'l -speaking
cab-drivers and shop-keepers- calling themselves "Mexicanos"
or "mestizos", the Indians "indios". (and other things), and
the acculturated Indians "ladinos" along with the meztizos
living in the Indian communities. 'These especially they call
" Ladinos", pej.oratively, as if they couldn't understand why
any sane whatsoevercolor-blooded Mexicar meztizoswould
want to live with the Indians out in the country (see further
Duby, 1961, 9-1 0),. Miles relates an incident that supports my
interpretation uf what the townspeople call themselves. She
is having coffee with a Senor Dorres of the National Indian
Institute, who, referring to the Indians says: "They feel
superior because they are pure Indian whereas most of the
Mexicans are what they call 'ladino'-a mixture m' Spanish
and Indian -- meztizo we call it"( Miles, 1961, 107). The point
is that it is the Indians who call the townsfolk of what ever
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sort ,;ladinos" not the townsfolk themselves, unless of course,
they are. My sense of a ladino is that of an Indian who stops
being an Indian. He stops speaking Tzotzil or Tzeltal and
stops farming and working with his hands (Colby, 1966, 24)
if he possibly can, but most obviously and most critically and
most dramatically he changes his clothes. He takes off his
chamarra and his sash and his hat of palm covered with crazy
ribbons and puts on clothes of fashion. Yeah, except he' d out
of fashion because he's poor and becal:se he doesn't know the
code and because he's been living in a culture where the bare
idea of fashion would make as much sense as nud ity at n igh
noon in the zocalo . You can spot a Ladino at fifty yards: he's
wearing our clothes except they don't f1it in the first place·and
in the second place they're homem ade out of rough wh ite cot·
ton or maybe the sh irt is a plaid but fifteen sizes too big and
in the third place they don't fit in the first place. But that's
not all, of course, because he still walks like an Indian and
talks like an Indian and shakes hands limply rubbing palms,
just Iike an Indian . And by the time he grasps your hand
hard he'll also be getting his shoes shined and he'll be a meztizo of types, or his kids might,be and lhe 'll be wearing his
patron's old black jacket to the movies on Sunday afternoon .
And he'll drink tequ illa 1in stead of pox, but when he's drunk
the bolonchon will still whisper in his heart and his soul will
cry. He lives in a perpetual twilight, neither in the Indian
timelesses near the navel of the world, nor in the speck that's
San Cristobal in the space and history of the planet earth.
The wound will heal, but the endless sears lie in Mexico like
a flame.
He could go back home; he could move out to his old country, speak his old unforgotten tongue, and change h is clothes.
He could become an Indian aga in . There's something!fi Uiid
about the nature of this boarder that's purely cu l tural. Colby
says "a great number of Ladinos a1re phenotypi£ally indist inguishable from the dark skinned I nd!ians who live in the surrounding hinterland's" (Colby, 1966, 6) . Keep in mind that he
is talking about all the Mexicans in San Cristobal.wh en he says
"ladinos". These distinctions among Mexican , Ladino and
Indian are not crucially of the skin, but of the culture, whether one is of the earth and in its history, or of a smaller pllace
consciously standing out of time as we k now it. There is the
Indian, out of our history, out of our world . Colby says:
The improved road facilities have caused an important increase
in traveling activitles of Zinacantecan Indians but only rarely
has one ever been as far as Mexico Cdy. Most of them, however, have some vague notion of this metropolis. Some' myths
about wars between Zinacantan and the people of Chiapa
de Corzo exist. More elaborate accounts of the Carranzi sta
revolt are told, but outside this we have found little in the
way of historical knowldege in Zinacantecan stories of myths,
least of all any explicit references to the conquest (Colby,
1966, 20).
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These Zinacantecans that Colby writes of, they live in something called a municipip, sort of like our country. This municipio is split by the Pan American Highway. And the major
settlement in this municipio, called a cabacera, more or less
a countyseat, lies six miles by the road by San CristobaL And
these people have a vague notion of Mexico City and a history
whose furthest edge lies not much farther away than 1900.
These people do not wash their feet in the history of my world:
they don't even stand on its shores.
Gossen has described the cosmos of the Chamula who live
a Iittle farther away and not on the Highway. He talked to a
lot of them and even had a few draw maps for him( Gossen,
1969). The biggest part of their universe lies in the Highlands
of Chiapas, on the plateau, but it slopes down into the lowlands where the Chamula work the farms of the Zinacantecos
or on the plantations of the Mexicans. It is bounded by the
Pacific to the west and south, and the Caribbean to the north
and east. These waters meet creating an island in their midst.
This is the universe of the Chamula. Its center, the very navel
of the world, is in Chamula, near its center, San Juan, its
cabecera. Their notion of time envelops this space like a tent .
At the peak of the cone is now and events recede down its
slopes into recent, then distant history, finally into mythological. cosmological past. Space and time are co-related:
distance in feet from the navel in Chamula is equated with
distance in time from now, into ultimately barbaric past.
Being up-to-date in Chamula doesn't mean wearing Yves St.
Laurent but knowing the manners of society, Chamula manners, that is, and chances are that if you're out of it, out of
tune, out of keeping, likely to offend, uncouth, barbaric,.
Most Indians feel this way, and most Indian communities
harbor a navel of the world (for a map of the sacred geography of Zinacantan see Vogt, 1969, 375-376). It is the
ultimate in ethnocentrism .
In the end this question of the lndian ,cosmos is not so simple. Each community runs a slight"ly ·different variant on the
same deep and only vaguely visible theme. Writing of the
ancient Maya--and all the Indians of these highlands are Mayan
Leon-Portilla says:
The Maya art and science of measuring time, probably born
before the beginnings of the Classic period, extraordinarily
elaborated through the Ia tter and with diminished strength
even in modern isolated communities, integrated a culture pattern, the basis of many other institutions. In this pattern
the Maya found norms for everyday life, for astrologic k!'_owledge for the order of the feasts with their rites and s~ardt~'
for their economy, agriculture and commerce for the1r soc1al
and political systems. (Leon-Portilla, 1973, !11-112).

Wh ile the form of the concept1Gn ot time and space inay differ in t h e contemporary Maya--the Tztotzil and the Tzeltal
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and the others--the function does not. It still intergrates a
culture pattern. To a certain extent it defines the culture pat·
tern. Clne thing it does do is orovide an ahistoric frame within
which all else is arranged . Its cyclic nature incorporates noth·
ing that cannot occur again, ignores changes, and so creates
a sense of timeless process in which one is always up-to-date,
in the temporal center., by never doing anything other than
it was done before. Thus the space-time universe of the Chammula, for examole, may be seen as revolving slowly around
the Chamula, at its space-time center, in nested cycles, some
turning annuallv, others less often . I am not doing viol ence
to their beliefs when I cast them in these forms, so much as
grappling to make them simple enough for me . I live in his·
tory. VVhen th e spring comes, it is not for me come back
again, but something new, come for th e first time, a three
month stand that will never t:> lay again . It is not th us for
the Indian: spring comes back again, and again, and again,
as the world turns. The year gone does not recede into a
part down the cone of history, but comes again. Leon ·
Portilla says: "Isolated from time, space becomes incon·
ceiveable. In the absence of timecycles, there is no life, nothing
happens, not even death"( Leon-Portilla, 1973, 86) . For me
too space is inconceivabl e vvithout time, but for me cycles
are just as inconceivable. But for the Indian it is almost all,
his history nothing but a set of variations, random fluctuations,
dragged from the cycle against his will.
While these recurring cycles underwrite and justify the
rightness of things Indian, they also integrate them. All In·
dians of the region are subsistence: farmers, mostly raising
maize and beans and squash, some fnlit and maybe this or
that else (Laughlin, 1969; Villa Rojas,l969). Every year,
seemingly recurrent, actually recurrent if that's how you
conceptualize it, the fields must be prepared, the planting
done, the crops tended, harvested, stored . None of this is
new each year, but a reman ifestation of the way things really
are. Every year the rains come and every year they stop, re·
currently unchanging. And wholly integrated are the fiestas
and celebrations and reaffirmations of these cycles, not parallel activities of religious nature, bu identical manifestations
of the yearly cycles. And every year different men participate
as celebrants, year-bearers almost.
Almost all extant Mayan cultures have some sort of cargo
system and it is especially prominent in the highlands, both
in Chiapas and Guatemala. It is a set of civil-religious positions,
obligations. Most of them are related to the Maya-Catholic
saint cult. A man fills a cargo position for a year , and du ring
that time he tends to the saint, keeps the flowers for the various celebrations and observances, organizes and arranges
the fiesta in his honor. General priestly stuff like that. Only
this priestly hierarchy is not a fulltime job, one doesn't train.
1t is a developmental in that one doesn ' t grow into priestly
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competence, b:! t fulfills these functions as part of the definition of what it means to be an Indian, like raising corn. Nor
are the activities associated with the positions things that have
to be done to assure the continuence of things, but things
that are done as a definition of life. These are not so much
acts of propitiation as sets of Iife, as natural as good "nanner:;.
There is one developmental historical aspect to the cargo
system, but it has an adevelopmental, ahistoric consequence.
The positions are arranged hierachically, so many on the bottom, so many on the next level, fewer on the third, and fewer
still on the fourth and highest level. A ma n gains prestige
in his community by holding these positions, and he gains
more prestige by holding successively higher positions.
(Prestige may also be gained in other ways.) It is not easy
work. A man gives up a year of raising crops to hold a cargo,
and usually moves from his home in his paraje in the country
to the cabecera of his community. And he usually squanders
his sav:ngs an0 goes into debt too. Only the best farmers can
move up this l&dder to the top for only they can acquire the
necessary bread to do so. And in the process of moving up
this ladder of prestige they squander their capitaL It is difficult to amass wealth a~ we do because of this, and next to
impossible to pass it on. It is a method of rewarding farming
competence, and translating this competence not into increased
material wealth, but enhanced prestige which dies with its
holder. And so classes don't develop . As the cycles revolve
wealth is pretty evenly distributed throughout the community.
In such a situation economic development is proscribed and
the next cycle reveals things to be as they always have been
and as they always will be. The cycles of this world are not
merely read in nature but preserved by man. Cancian (Can cian , 1965) says that the cargo system is the core of highland
Indian culture, at least in t he case of Zinacantan where he
studied it. Colby thinks that Cancan ian overplays it's im portance though he does not deny its central role. Colby says:

The cargo system is certainly not 'crucial to the continued
existence of Zinacantan as an Indian community separate
and distinct from its Ladino environment' as Canc1'an feels
(1965, 133). Individuals who do not take cargo are no less
Indian than those who do: In fact the last President elected
by the Zinacantan community had previously refused to take
a cargo. (Colby, 1966,56).
But then Colby spent more time talking to those who had not
made the climb to the top, and his assertion is prob~bly not
so much overplayed as ill-thought. I mean, you don_ t have to
be the President of the United States to b,e an Ar_n:ncan, but
that doesn't mean that the institu tion isn t a defmmg part of
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the larger pictu re. Let's take it that the cargo system plays
a central role in Indian Iife and maybe a defining p art of thP
culture as a whole and that it emphasizes and helps maintain
the ethnocentric world view of the T zeltalan in a way t~at is
as natural as breathing.
This ethnocentrism becomes even more remarv.able in its
geographic context, for it is a communal ethnocentrism em·
bedded in a sea of ethnocentrism founded in a matrix of historic nationalism. There are about 180,000 Indians living in
tr.e highlands, m~ybe more, and speakin g either Tzotzil or
Tzeltal, a pair of closely related Mayance languages. The
vast bulk of these Indian s live in thirty -four rural munici pios
ranged around Sa n Cristobal. Each has at least one cabecera
which is the center of a commun ity of h ighly ethnocentric
Indians. Some munic ip.ios have more than one India n com
munity within or straggling across thei r boundaries.(Vogt,
1969a, Lau ghlin, 1969.Villa Rojas, 1969) d ue to m.isfits between
the muncipio, whicr is a Mexican administrative structure and
their actual communit y, which is an Indian social structu;e.
All told there are maybe between fourtv and fifty Txeltalan Indian grou ps. Each of t hese has a world view of its centricity
in the sch eme of things more o r less as I have described and
yet all of them exist together, and not only together, but
in a constantly symbiotic relationsh ip with t he locally decentric
world view of the Mex ican. Altoget her, boys, middle C. UMMI\ ·
But if there ts no way that they ca n sing together without
becoming other than they are, there is a way to tell them all
apart. And this is by their costum e which is as integral to
their world view as any other aspect of it but which can sort
them out in a crowd, at a fiesta or a market. In his discLISSion
of ethnocentrism among the Tzeltales of Tenej apa and Oxeh ue
Carara says:
1

La existencia de una indumentaria especial y tipi:ca paracade
MunicipiiJ individualiza a este lo separa de los demas. Las
prendas de que se compone el vestido son las mismas entodos
los Municipros Pero lo que los individua/iza y distingue son Ia
peculiariddes de adorno, co/orido y formas de ltevar dir.ha
vestimenta. (Camara, 1966, 89).

Villa Rojas echoes th is in S()eaking of the Tzeltal as a wr.ole:
Each community has its own style of clothing, which gives
a sense of unity to its members and permits the observer
to identify easily the groups durung fiestas or market days.
This variety applies only to a few items of clothing, which
is basically the same for the entire region; .. Each municipio
has made of these clothes a typical outfit with special characteristics. (Villa Rojas, 1969, 208)
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After warning us against "blanket statements about Tzotzil
cultural elements" Laughlin says "Flaunting t heir unique costumes and customs in defiance of the pressures towards assimilation ___ the contemporary Tzotzil Indian still demonstrates a narrow allegiance to his community both by his dress
and his participation in a set of beliefs and practices specific
to that community " (Laughlin, 1969, 152). Speaking more
narrowly of the Tzotzil Zinaeantecan Bogt says:

Zinacantecos are especially interested in clothes and appear
to attach an extraordinary amount of social significance to
them. Their styles readily indicate who is a Zinacantecos
and Husiteco, or a Ladino_ The rare marriages between Zinacantecos and people from other municipios always entail one
a change of costume for one of the couple. The style of clothing differentiates between men and women and indie<Jtes who
is a shamna or a cargoholder serving a specified ceremonial
role. Since the population is relatively large, one pFJrson cannot personally know more than a fracdon of his fellow Zinacantecos, but he can easily identify his role form the clothing that
is worn_
There is strong emphasis upon having new and clean clothing-an emphasis expressed not only in the desire of both men and
women to have new clothing for the impormnt fiestas, but
also in ritual sequences in curing ceremonies-- · There is a strong
strong belief that the ancestral gods will punish a person who
goes about in dirty clothes.
Sacred objects as well as people have clothing in Zinacantan,
and the emphasis upon new and clean clothing applies equally
to them. The saint statues in the churches are clothed elaborately,- their clothes must be washed and incensed periodically /
and new ones provided when the others become too old.
(Vogt, 1969d, 107).
The costume is important. Because of its inherent drama
and startling obviousness it ma be the most important thing.
Because I can hear Colby in the back of mind saying "central,
but not defining" I won't call it defining--not by itself--because ,
no ~art of a culture is defining by itself. But the costume is
more than central and it plays a role in Indian culture that is
not simply diametrically opposed to the role it plays in Jlu~ ex
ican culture but interconnected with and integrated into all
the other cultural patterns in a wav no Mex ican culture could
comprehend.
Tak e the single matter of the clothing on the saints. These
saints are not your usual everyday Catholic saints. The
Tzeltalans know nothing of dogmatic Roman hagiography
and have made of the saints the Spaniards fobbed on them
something of their own. They are gods and are so treated and
are dn~ ssed, naturally, in the clothing typical of the communi-

ty .
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If man was created in God's image, in Zinacantan they are
dressed in the gods' own clothes. Blom and LaFarge and
others (Foster, 1960, for example) have gone so far as to
suggest that the highly ind ividualized costume of the Indian
communities is to a certain extent actually modelled on the
dress of the saints brought over by the Conqu istadors. B Iom
says, for instance that the Huistenos:
... 11110re very small straw hats with streamers stuck onto one
side of their heads and tied on with a string: The explantion
of this parody on Bridtsha sailors is that their patron San
Martin at Huistan wears such a hat (Biom .and La Fartw:J 1927
400).
:r-•
'

Other parellels between colonial representations of saints
and contemporary Indian costumes cou lld also be drawn. O n
the other h and there are other connections that can be made.
In this case between pre-H ispanic p ractice and the wash ing
of the saints clothes. Cordry and Cordry say:
Chroniclers infrom us that idols were dressed with great care
in pre-Hispanic times, and that their garments were changed
yearly at the time of their festivities. At the present time,
in few conservative places, particularly in the Chiapas high lands, some saints are dressed in beautiful huipiles from the
looms of the most skilled weavers instead of in conventional
Biblical dress. These saints costumes are carefully washed
at the time of the titular fiesta. The water is kept in large
gourds, and after the washing the authorities of the village
partake of it When they have finished, they offer the sacred
water to all the people to drink,(Cordry and Cordry, 19.68, 12
but also see Duby, 1961, 27-28 who described the situation
firsthand. She vvas offered some of the water hersel f, but
refused it: "EI par ella que no conozco ni el sabor ni el
beneficia del agua sagrada .."

While there are many t hings going on here, they are revolving
around the costume . Jhe costume is sa.cred because it is the
costume of t he saints. The costume does not and can not
change because it is di rectly linkied to t he gods,. who are not
of the time of history . T he wearing of the costume is thus
in a sense a participation in the sempiternal order of the uni·
verse on a profound level. This is not a matter of passi ng a
shop window and seeing ,an attractive shirt that jives with tlle
color of your eyes or that goes with that second pa ir of pants
that came with that nifty co-ordinated SIJit . T his is not a matter of glad rags, duds,. d rapery, finery, trappings , turnouts,
get-ups, rig-outs, Iay -outs, or fofarrow . T his is serious business:
man and god, wed in liife, through costume .
Aher establishing the connection between man and god,
the costume distinguishes between t hose of one set of pract ices and another . T he costumes cleave a distinct ion between
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those whose primary alliegence is centered to put it simply
around San Juan (Chamula) and San Pedro (Chenalho). San
Andres ( Larrainzar) and San Lorenzo (Lincantan), not thi::lt
these foci occupy distinctive r-ositions within the religious
structure of a community, for they are all variant forms of
some manifestation of a male godhead,
but that this godhead pertains exclusively to the group whose
costume identifies it as pertaining to that group. It is the
nature of religious belief to know that life is possible only
within the structure of such belief, and the Zinacantecan
knows that he is of life and that others are in a sense scarc~ly
of Iife at all. And th e Chamula knows this. And the Huisteno.
And each of the rest. And they declare this knowledge, t h is
existence, through the costume, flaunting their unique centricity in the face of all others, particula rly the Ladino and the
Mexican, 'Jut also the oth er Indians,
This distinction made through the costume also creates and
reinforces a sense of unity and identity within the group. We
are the people, shouts the costume, and to those of the same
costume it adds, you are one of us, while to those not wearing
the costume it admonishes, you are not. Our Zinacantecan
friends regularly encourage us to wear the costume when in
Zinacantan: it identifies us as at least somewhat Zinacantecan .
It includes us within the group. We cease being outsiders
to the extent that we wear the costume, despite our faulty
manners, despite our ten word vocabulary of Tzotzil. Once
in costume, these can be dealt with, as though we were backward children with much to learn, but as though we were in
a sense Zinacantecan children, members, belonging, given access through the costume to everything that attaches itself
to the costume. It is a key with a power to open doors possessed by no other single aspect of the culture. Such is the
power of identity of the costume.
As it enhances distinctions among highland groups, as it
reinforces a sense of identity within a group, it also reduces
distinctions within the group. The costume not only says,
you are one of us, but, we are all alike . The age, quality,
cleanliness of the costume may distinguish, but the form of
the costume does not. Not on any permanent basis, at any
rate. Distinctions in costume are made for those holding cargoes and those with the ability of shamen and between sexes.
But no distinctions are possible through the costume in its
form among age groups. Nor among classes. To this extent
it reinforces the leveling effect caused by the cargo system.
and allows the cycles of the years to find everyone dressed
this year the way they were last. And it identifies those
who step out of th.e endless turning temporarily, as those
who take a cargo. We are all together Zinacanteca, the costume says, and altogether alike. The costume in its ahistoricity, its unchanging perennial fashionableness, also says that
we are not only altogether alike now, but we have always
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been alike t hen , and always will be tom o rrow. So e cOSlllme
rou!tJout
t1me . The culture of the Indian is not merely an iden i
it ·
in the place of their dwelling, but t hroughout e time of
their being.
Throughout the ti me of their being, within the place of eir
dwelling, and with the place of t hei r dwel ling, for e cosrume
of the highlan d Ind ians is also tied to their mounta -nsand
their vall eys. It not only dedares that I am of a certain
people, but that I live in a certain place, that place that is
center of the un iverse, that place harboring en el o
e
world that place harborin g the church of my gods, at place
under the shadow of the mounta in in which resides m o er
soul, that pl ace, no t just any place, but that place. Colby
says "When Ind ians wearing regional costume move •n o allother regio n they prefer not to wear the clot es of their ind igenous region, yet at the same t ime refuse to ear e clo es
clothes of the new region; Ladino clothing is usually adop oo''
(Colby, 1966, 10). While this is a response to a varie of
pressures, one of these is the con nec tion between e pi
and the costu me. My cloth ing only indicates my
areness
of fashio n and my id iosyncratic personality in my place in istory of th e world; the clothing of the Indian also says
er
he liives and what are the mountains he looks upon and
a
are the streams and springs whose water he drin s.
en I
look at t he costume of a n Indian I can say e name o
is
patron sai nt and how many miles he has to - alk o home.
It is interesting, this distinction I so quickly drav be
n
my clothes a nd t hei r costume. It was not always thus.
e
too once wore a costume. It was customarv, once, our
clothing, as it still is among these Indians. hen e Cord
tried to investigate the meaning of the variations in costum
among India n groups t!hey ran into a p rase again nd again:
"Es costumb re": it is the custom (Cordy and Cord • 19
II ). Th e similarity between the
o words isn ' ace ·
custo m, costume, they o nce meant e self me ing.
both word s descend from the same Latin word, con
which itself descends. tortuously, from the lndo-Europ
root , seu - whose simple meaning disarmingly unde nt
comp lex meanin.g of the costume among e Indians o
highland s, "seu·, pronou n of the third person and r I
ive (referring back to the subject of the sen
ce • fu
appearing in various, forms referring to the social oup
entity, ' (we our- selves" (American Heritage Diction
1538-1539). T he con is a Latin intensifier me ing 1
gether, jio intly f rom the Indo-European o ·me mg
Thus cu stom means us, we ourselves, us e opl ,
costu me little else. It is in this sense of costum
Ind ian s wea r a costume. as a defining entity
opposed t o our fashion wh"ch mer ly connotes
made . It is a simple matter o fashion an anicl
e~tablishes links of ide ntity within the culture

to costume a p eo ple is a matter of kn owing w ho they are. And
it is an easy matter to put aside an item of fash ion, but to
take off the costume is to give up the customs. t he custom s
of the people. Fo r an Indian to ta ke off h is costume is tantamount to leaving one world for another. The trauma of
the European ad op tion of the Copernican un iverse at the end
of the Middle Ages could have been no greater t han that of
an Indian putting aside his chamarra and cotton, his hat and
sandals, and climbing into a pair of shoes, a button-down shi rt
and a jacket . Implicit in the costume is an eth nocentric and
powerfu l world view rooted to a single pl ace on tt>e surface
of the earth, and im r licit to its denial is an en try into a relativistic u nive rse without a cente r occupying historic time.
B. THE PATTERNS OF COSTU MES
Guiteras Holmes, w riting of the women of San Pedro Chenalho , says:

Womanhood is made manifest in weaving: it is said in song
that she weaves because she is a woman. A woman weaves
her own clothes and those of husband and children, napkins
carrying clothes, and other things. She cuts out and sews her
children's clothes when the commercial muslin is used, mends
and washes her own clothes and those of the younger children...
The Pedrano woman weaves cotton, not wool. She use& the
back$trap loom. With the exception of a small number of
SPecialist , weaving is a woman's only cr:aft. (Guiteras-Holmes
1961, 51-52).
A woman weaves because she is a woman: woman and
weaving, the two a re def ined on each other as t r.e costume as
of a group of Indians is defined on and by it, womanhood
and weaving . lndianness and costume, nested pairs of mean·
ing. Vogt says:

In the manufat: ture of wearing apparel there is a c/ear-~ut
division of tabor by sex, with the bulk of the work bemg done
by women. The Zinacanteco men make palm hats and dye
and arrange yarn for the tassels on their chan:arras; they also
make, pain t and generally maintain the spec1al masks, h~ad
gear, and other items of costuming_ needed
the large f1estas.
Otherwise clo thing in Zinacantan rs women s wor k_ from
beginning to end- from owning_, ~erd~ng, and shearmg sheep
to washing the clothing when 1t 1s soll;d, (Vogt, 1969d, 101)

i!l

S peaking broadly of the T zotzil as a whole, Laughlin says:

.
,
k Men ,,enerally taiSpinning and weavmg ar:e women s wor .
. :~ .
l or and sew their own clothes when the matenal1s factoryhh

made. Men weave and sew palm hats. A man launders his
own clothing in Chamula and Chenal.ho, but in other towns
this is cc:n_sidered a ridiculous reversal of responsibility (Huistan, Hutttupan, Pantelho, V. Carranza, Z inacantan). Laughlin,
1969,164.

Villa Rojas says of the Tzeltal:
Laundry ~nd.a/1 kit~h~n duties are performed by women, as
well as spmnmg, kmttmg, sewing, embroi dering, and ma ing
of earthenware. Manufacture of palm articles (sleeping mat$
and hats) as well as articles of wood, stone or leather are tasks
f?r men; the same applies to basketry but women may occa ·
Stonal/y help.(Villa Rojas, 1969, 209-210)

And so rt is women who make t he clothes, and wlilo are not
only identified by the costume they wear burt partially defined
by the fact that they make it, weaving because they are women.
women because they weave. A nd the weaving ... that's just
part of it.
Vogt hints at the larger picture when he says that it is women
who also own, herd and sheer the sheep, yes, and comb the
wool and spin the thread and set up the warp and we<Ne and
cut and sew and embroider too, the whole of the operation
an integral part of the very fab nic of the life of the community,
and each of its parts wholly integrated into t he larger operation. It has been described many t imes (by Blom and La
Farge, 1927, 346· 349, et passim, Vogt, 1969d, 101-107, in the
highlands of Chiapas; O'Neale,l945, 1·84 , et passim, among
the Maya of the Guatemalan highlands, Cordry and Cordry ,
1940, amo ng the Aztec, and 1941, among the Zoque of C iapas,
and 1968, 25-4~, among Mexican Indians generally; and so
on) and at length, and unless you know nothing about, it
isn't very novel. But it is im portant because without an
understanding of the thunk , t'hunk of the batten being pulled
back hard against the last woof thread and the slight release
of tension of the backstrap and the fast-following thump,
thump as it catches in th e small of the back, again and again,
following the bobbin,.thunk, thunk. thump, thump,
slowly thread by pa inful thread, t>eing rolled up and then
com ing again, thunk, thunk, thump, -because without an
understand ing of this making of the cloth there is no under·
standing whatsoever of the costume and its role in the life
of the women and their role in the life of the communitY and
no understanding at all of what it is that makes those panems
possible .
Among the weavers of wool(see Figure for these) the process is more elaborate and mo re time consuming than among
the weavers of ,c otton only, for cotton is not raised in e
highlands and its weavi rng begins with the purchase of re
instead of the purchase of sheep. Sheep are common Y
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by the women of Chamula, Huistan, Larrainzar, Pantelho and
Zinacantan, and occassionally by women of other highland
communities. They are grazed commonly throughout the
territory. This work is carried out by the women with the
help of the younger children, including small bovs. It is common to see a woman with her loom attached to a tree weaving
while watching her animals. Even in the communities where
sheep are raised they are not universally raised and many woman purchase fleece from those with sheep. The animals are
sheered at least three times a year and the fleece is washed and
either left white or dyed. I n Chamula the dark wool is often
not dyed and this results in a brown wool as the melanin
fades, but this is the only community for which this is
true . Rarely it is dyed red, and even more rarely other
colors, with commercial dye purchased in San Cristobal.
Ordinarily the wool that is not black , white, gray (usually
found only among the Chamula) or brown is purchased
as yarn in San Cristobal. The wool is carded w ith steel
combs purchased in San Cristoba l and spun on spindles
often purchased from specialist manufacturers (as those
in Larrainzar) but frequently made at home. Generally
it is a foot or so in length with a f l ywheel consisting of
a hard clay whorl. The weighted end of the spindle is
set in a gourd bowl and the upper end is held against the
thigh , the left hand spinning , the r ight drawing out the
thread. Many women own and use a winding frame for
both the wool and the purchased cotton. If not, the
thread is wound directly onto a warping frame. Warping
boards are unknown in the high lands.
The warping frame consists of a notched stick four or
five feet in length . A cross-stick is inserted at the notch
corresponding to the desired length of the fabric and once
a sufficient number of warp threads have been wound the
web is transferred directly to the head-and foot-sticks of
the loom . With the possible ex ception of the warping, all
these activities are carried out on an as-there-is-time basis
as work for women in the home but unable to help with
the cooking (because cooking can occupy on l y so many)
and so on. The warping is genera ll y a ser ious business
awarded the status of a task for which time must be made .
The ease of weav ing and the quality of the cloth is often
determined by the character of the qarping. In some
.
highland communities the cotton is starched and transferred • , ·
directly onto the loom sticks wet, then combed , as this
•
facil itates weaving (Zinacantan, Magdelenas, Tenejapa, V .
Carranza , and likely othersas well.
The loom almost universally used is the pre-Hispanic back strap loom . Laughlin (1969, 16'1) says "Weavii ng on the bac_k·
strap loom is universally practiced by the women of the _highland towns, and V. Carranze, though this craft has practically
disappeared in Hu itiupan ," and Villa Rojas says (1969, 207)
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"Another widespread craft is sp inning and weaving of fabrics
for clothing. No village in the Tzeltal area trades these products because production barely meets their fami ly needs. The
backstrap loom of pre-Hispanic orig in is the chief tool." The
backstrap loom has no rigid frame, tension be ing provided
the warp by the weaver's back. The loom consists of nothing
but a bunch of sticks and onlly exists as a loom while a fabric
is being woven. O'Neale provides one of the best descriptions
of the backstrap loom and while she is speak ing of the Maya
of highland Guatemala in all essentials she might as well be
describing the looms of the Ch iapas high lands (compare Vogt.
1969d, 104-105 and Blom and La Farge, 1927, 346-349). She
says:
The number of sticks required by the weaver varies according
to the type of decoration she p lans to work into her fabric.
The most common parts of the stick loom are here listed in
order of their position beginning at the working end: (I) the
backstrap or broad belt and the cords extending fr:Jm its ends
to (2) the end bar, close to this last {3) a second smaller bar
which lies loose on the web, then (4) the tenter, (5) the bobbin, (6) the batten or sword (espada), (7) the heddle or heald,
(8) the shed roll or shed stick, {9) one or several/ease sticks
and (10} the second end bar. (1945, 31)

This second end , or foo t·stick, is fastened to a tree, housepost or other stationary support. Between the two end bars
stretches the warp. As the weaver leans back against the
backstrap, pressure is applied to the warp which becomes
taut, the shed roll creates a trianglllar shed, and the bobbin
or shuttle is sent across t he warp threads carrying a weft
thread . Ord inarilly the batten
... is inserted and then placed on edge int>every spact: made
through the warps for the passage of th.e bobbin thread in or·
der to keep the space clear; it is turned down on its side and
brought forward for or less vigorously after every passage of
the weft yarn; and then it is withdrawn. These several motions
are made before and after every cross yam in the plainest
woven fabric and in the elaborated fabrics the sword is manipulated even more times. ,(O'Neale, 33)

As the sword is brought more or less vigorously forward,
toward the weaver, the pressure is reduced on the lbackstrap
which snaps away from the weaver's back , howsoever bfiefly
and then once again picks up the slack by slapping up against
the back once again. The finer the fabric the more vigorously is t he sword pulled toward the weaver and the more fati~ing the backstrap. Good weavers maint~in a.consta~t .
pressune on t he loom at no little. co~ to their spme (~1ch IS
to suggest nothh1g about the fat1gu mg character of.the_treadle
loom). In order to reduce this problem most weaving 1sdone
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at a slant with the weaver leaning back comfortably against
the back strap as if in a bucket seat. In this way tension is
partially maintained by sheer body weight.
As weaving progresses it is necessary to roll up the fabric in
order to keep the working edge within the reach of the weaver.
In this rolling process the smaller loose stick mentioned by
O'Neale (her third stick) plays a part, for it in conjunction
with the end bar creates a "Bolt" around which the cloth may
be conveniently rolled. Every loom I have examined in the
Chiapas highlands employs such a bolt-stick. Likewise most
looms also have a tenter (or edgeholder as Vogt terms it) although I have seen weavers work without it and many fabrics
where it was obviously not employed (as evidenced by the
wild lack of uniformity of width of the fabric). Similarly
most women use lease sticks at the foot-end of the loom to
maintain the order of the warp threads. Two of the looms
in my collection use two lease sticks and another uses heavy
yarn instead. These are invariably placed just behind the
main shed roll.
For plain fabric only one heddle is used in conjunction with
the shed roll, but for the more elaborate patterns brocaded
by the women of Magdelenas, Larrainzar, Mitontic , Chenalho,
V. Conranoza and Tenejapa a number of other warp-lifters
are added. Much brocading is accomplished with the use of
thin brocading·swords, but the use of additional warp-Iifters
is also common, and they are regularly a part of the loom in
Carranza . Voclt savs that "All Zinacanteco weaving is done
with only two sheds" (1969d, 104) but this is true only most
of the time, and regularly untrue in other communities. Even
in Z inacantan some weaving is done, particularly of servilletas,
with as many as four sheds. (The loom illustrated by Blom
and La Farge, 1927, 348, includes two shed rolls, although
the one nearest the foot may actually be a lease stick.)
Ordinarily an inch or two of fabric is woven at the footend, the loom reversed and the rest of the fabric woven toward these couple of inches. As the closes the space lifted by
the shed becomes smaller and smaller and the tension greater
and greater. Smaller sticks are inserted near the very end and
the last inch or so may be woven using needles instead of the
bobbin. This portion of the fabric is never as tightly woven
as the rest and shows on most finished products as a band of
loosely woven material run through tighter material on either
side. On huipils it generally hangs in the back where it will
be least readily seen and is often obscured on sashes by a
variety of needle-worked brocade. When the fabric is completed the heddle and other warp-lifters are cut off, the end
sticks are ra.noved and the textile is completed. And the
loom returns to its condition of a handful of sticks.
Once the loom has been set up it can be moved around with
ease by slipping off the backstrap and taking the foot-end from
its pole, tree or what have you . Rolled up it is extremely por-
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table and can be se t up in a matter of two or three minutes,
out in the fields watching the grazing sheep, or back hom e on
the terrace outside or even within . Weaving is thus also a tim e·
f iller though weaving activity peaks prior to the important
festivals of the various Indian communities when new cl ean
clothing has spec ial social status.
Th e clothing produced is rarely cut, having been woven to
size. For basic articl es of dress th e pieces are simply stitched
together . Depending on the garment a neck hol e may be cut.
IFi nalll y the woman may furthe r embellish the garment with
embroidery in cotton, woo l or silk, In thi s work modern
steel needl es are generally used. Silk is emp loyed in th e south
of th e region (in Amatenan go, Aquacatenango and V. Carranza
wh ere it is obtained in trade mostly from Guatema la) except
for an insta nce reported at Yajalon in the north by Starr in
1908 (which might also have reached Yajalon from Guatemala
via Comitan). Much more embroidery than is indicated on
Figure 1 probab ly tak es pl ace, but it is relatively common
where indicated, on servill etas, headcloths, and along the edges
of cha marras,. coton s and other garments, except in Huistan
where it compri ses the bu lk of t he surface decoration.
There are clearly excep tions to t his general pattern. Women
do not weave at all in Am at ena ngo, Aquacantengo (N ash, 1970,
6~ · 63), littl e in Hui tiupan ( Laughlin, 1969, 160) and Bachajon
(Biom and La Farge, 1927, 349), and, with the exceptions of
V . Carranza, less in the lower areas of t he region than in t he
high er . Those that do not weave buy commercial cloth woven
in San Cr istobal, Comitan or V. Carranza , generally cotton,
or woolen garments, generally from Huehuet enango in Gua·
tema la. But even in these cases th e wom en embroider the
fabr ics to create the distinctive costume that defines their
existence as Indians. Other tasks fi ll the p'lace left by weaving
in the I ives of wom en from these communit,ies, as, for instance,
pottery in Amatenango which is t raded widely throughout
the ent ire central part of the state of Chiapas and even in
Guatemala . Other sourc es of clothing for those that do not
make t hem include Chamu la which is a major producer of
wool en garments for the region for a number of Indian com·
mu nities. MagdeJ nas which does weaving for San Pablo,
Chalchihuitan, and so on. Th e fu ll complexity of this clothing
trade needs to be much more clearly understood. All Indians
f1rom all communities utili ze store bought cloth regularly,
often as an undergarment, or sk irt.
All of this weaving produces few basically different garments.
A s Villa Rojas ( 1969, 208 ) and Camara ( 1966, 89) pointed
out aloove.• the vari ations among the costumes of the Indians
are work ed on very few themes. Cordry and Cordry say it is
work ed on just one reall y ;

It is difficult to discover how much present-day Indian cos·
tume was Influenced by Spanish costume, and how much of
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Some of these items are mutually exclusive, others redundant. For example, those Indians who wear a long shirt or a
tunic do not also wear a shirt; similarly those who wear a long
huipil do not wear a shorter huipil, or blouse, or skirt. When
a belt is worn (a strip of chamois or a leather belt with metal
buckle among the men, a heavy woven wool strip among the
women) a sash is not (this being of woven cotton, usually
with decorated ends or fringe). A woman wearing a cape
(a small shawl) or shawl does not wear a rebozo (which will
include in our discussion shawl-like garments imported from
outside the region, as the rebozo of Amatenango) although
she might wear two capes or shawls and a carrying cloth (in
which she might sling her baby). Headcloths and capes are
often the same item, as is sometimes true among the men
(as in Zinacantan) where the kerchief is worn around the head
in the cool of the morning, around the shoulders during the
day.
A man might thus wear a shirt and pants or tunic under a
belted eaton, a neckerchief, hat and sandals. In the cold
weather he might also carry a sarape. When it rains he either
adds a rubber rain poncho (bought in town) or wrap himself
in a piece of colored plastic fabric (also boug,t in town).
A woman typically wears a huipil and skirt held in place with
a belt, a cape or shawl, and sometimes a headcloth. She may
or may not use a carrying cloth depending. She seldom wears
anything on her feet, In cold weather she may add an addi·
tional cape, or one of heavier make, switch from a cotton
skirt to one of wool, or otherwise modify her outfit. She will
not add a new type of garment, however. In the rain she might
carry a sheet of colored plastic wrapped about her. Both men
and women frequently use bags, woven of pita, cotton, sissal
or wool, as carry-alls, men may add leather purses, and both
employ tortilla bags and servilletas (napkins essentially) for
a variety of purposes.
To a certain extent, each community can be distinguished
by observing the combinations of elements employed and
their shapes, without reference to the surface decoration.
The men of Sivaca, Bachajon, Yajalon,, Oxchuc, Cancuc and
other Tzeltal of the north are seldom seen wearing a eaton,
wear a simple long tunic with a sash and Iittle else. The
women simply a long huipil, ordinarily without any other
garment (sometimes a cape). These can be immediately distinguished from the rest of the Tzeltal and all the Tzotzil.
The mere shape of the hat will tell a Chamula from a Zinacan·
tecan from a Huisteno. But there are serious limits to this
morphological identification. In the end it boils down to the
nature of the surface decoration, as it does with us.
The costume of the Chiapas highlands acquires its joie
de vie, its puzzazz, its elan, its ability to charm and be·
wilder and bewitch with its magic. For these decorations
are rich and various, yet contained by a communal pattern,
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engaged in a balancing act between we and us that utterly
commands stage front and center.
C. THE PATIERNS ON COSTUMES
Someone has written that the highlands of Chiapas are like
the hills around Kyoto or the mountain country of the Aus·
trian Tyrol. I don't know about Kyoto, but whoever it was
had a point when it came to the Tyrol. It is the green mountains, I think, that do it, and the small towns and little hotels
and a certain comraderie in their lobbies with the playing of
guitars into the night. And a lot of other things I guess. But
the highlands of Chiapas are not the Alps, because they're not
and because you can't divorce the scenery from the people
that make it. It's a union made in a heaven we don't even
think about and no man can break it. The highlands of
Ch iapas are characterized best by its people, not completely,
but best, and they are best characterized in a thumbnail sort
of way by their clothing, fashionable or traditional or trans·
itional clothing--the Indians--are spread across the mountains
and are best characterized by their costume. Each community is characterized by the nature and mix of garments and
the garments are characterized by their size and shape and
surface, and the surface is characterized by the color of the
threads and the way they break the surface into regular sets
of shapes and sizes of color. In the end the patterns of the
highlands, nested forever, come to this: colored threads lifted
for a moment above the warp and then gone. And in these
colored threads lies the difference that means we are in the
highlands of Chiapas and not in the Austrian Alps.
Bits of colored yarn. A woman in San Andres Chamula, also
called Larrainzar, sits cradled in her backstrap loom, weaving.
Her web is fourteen inches wide and forty inches long and half
that distance has been rolled in front of her, completed. She is
brocading a large area in broken lozenges of dark blue against
a field of red. If we watch closely we see that the field of red
is actually made up of large numbers of smaller red lozenges.
When she finishes this web she takes it off the loom. She has
already completed two other webs, each a foot wide and forty
forty inches long. She sews these op either side of the wider
web. She folds it in half and puts her head through the neck ·
hole. Twenty inches of brocaded cloth fall in front and twenty
twenty inches fall behind. Her huipil is nearly complete. She
slips it off and sews up the outer sides leaving small arm holes.
Voila! It is done. From a long way off or in a crowd at market anyone can say of her that she comes from San Andres
and know where that is and other things. Oh, and also that
she can reallv weave. Bov can she ever weave.
When you first look at the huipil you are dazzled by the
red and blue, and mostly by the red. Women from San Andres
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wear red huipiles, you might say, and add, with blue diamonds
as an afterthought. It's sort of like going to S;:m Cristobal and
saying that there are Indians there, and adding, and boy do
they ever dress crazy. as an afterthought. It's not that simple.
The decoration of the huipil is worked in horizontal bands of
various widths. There are twelve of these bands involved in
the huipil and each of them is distinctly composed of anumber of motifs. Their discovery is as illuminating as the realization of the fact of the individual Indian communities.
The most important band is the large central one, the one
with broken blue lozenges on a field of red . This is Band L 1·
As you can see it consists of a red diamond or lozenge surrounded by twelve smaller lozenges. These thirteen lozenges
themselves form a larger lozenge. About six of these lozenges
march across the width of the central web of our huipil, their
wide-dimension points barely touching. About nine of these
bands of larger lozenges cover the front and back of the central
web of the huipil. They are separated by outlining in deep
blue about the thickness of the smallest lozenge. As can be
seen, the blue outline actually consists of tiny lozenges of
blue and red inside a fine blue edge. Finally there are flecks
of other color floating in the red, bits of pink and orange and
green and blue. Many of these are V -shaped and form the
tips of the smaller lozenges.
Fore and aft of this major band is a smaller one, Band L2
It consists of a field of small lozenges that completely fill
Band L 1 Red Blue
the space of the band. Alternate rows of the band are colored
and these slant from upper left to lower right. There is a
row of orange, then of red, then of green, then of red, then
of pink, then of red and so on repeating this scheme across
the width of the fabric. The two bands, L1and L2, fade into
each other without interruption.
Band L3 runs vertically along the neck hole. It consists of
colored chevrons, a pair of red, then of green, then of red,
then of orange, then of red, then of pink . This is one of
many edging bands used in the highlands.
Band L4is a transitional band, a term I use to describe
a motif used to move from one major thematic band toano·
ther. It may be run horizontally or vertically . Here it is
nothing but a running line of v·shapes in red, with blue outriders that echo the blue outlining of L 1· The most common
transitory band is termed Lg on this huipil. It is nothing but
L4without the blue, a zig-zag I ine of v-shapes. It appears in
two forms of this and many other huipils. It may be woven
as it is when it is part of the decoration, or appear as the
stitching that binds the webs of the huipil together, It ap·
pears in both forms on this huipil. It may be of almost any
size.
Band L5, L5, and L7 are seemingly a little more anthropomorphic in character . The core motif is still the lozenge, but
they are now floating in space with what could pass for feet
Band L-6
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Y ell ow

Red

Gre n

Band L8 Yellow Red

Pink

Orang

I

of these lozenges the bare white cotton web shows through
as a white lozenge. The lower portion of the red lozenges have
been picked out in orange, pink and green.
The huipil has a square-cut neck -ho le with a slit toward the
front to increase its effective size and is provided with tiestrings to close it tight around the neck . This enhances its
effect as an ela borate and beautifu l com bination breast-plate
and neck'lace. The relations of th e bands to each other are
shown below:
Left Web

Central Web

Right Web

9

5
9

9
9
5
11

iJn'(l-3

:

SA

SA

~

9
9
9
2

3-Q-•••Io~''
~
9

9

Front 12
Huipil from San .Andres Larm ain za r. (Catalogu e No. 51.002)
This is Band 11 run vertically three lo zenges wid e.
NB : The webs are stitched together with red thread their
entire lengths. Brackets indicate that th e band number
to which they oint is as long as th e material
covered by the designs th ey include. i.e. , Band 11 runs
th length of Band 1, and the designs on the outer bands
are the same length .
As may be se n, t he bands are essentially symmetrically arranged around the neck. The two are not identities, which
means that the hu ipil is symmetri c front to back and left to
right independently . There are also symmetries within each
major axis. For example, 11 -1 0-11 are symmetric around Band
10, but only in t erm s of design, and 9-5-9 and 9-2-9 are symm tric around 2 an d 5. On some hu ipiles these sub-axial
symmetries are numerous and amazing.
Consid er, for example , this huipil from Magdelenas. I have
indicated the symmetries with th e brackets on the right web
on ly in th e verti ca l dim ension and across the bottom in the
horizon tal. Whil e the nature of th e bands are presented below,
it i imp rtant to note that Magdelenas Band 5 equivalent to
San Andres Larrainzar Band 9, that is , a simp le zig-zag lin e.
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nest,ed lozeng , mirror symm tr ic around both th e vertical and horizontal axes. Th is, of cou rse, is in th e nature of
loz ng . Howev r, as w move out from the center we
discov r that tl1 arrangem nt of the frets (or grecas, as th ey
are c II din Mexico) adh r s to this same symmetry . T his
n d not h v b n so . h y might, for examp le, h ve fi l ed
around th p rimer r of th e in teri or loz nge with th ir mouth
all pointing in th am direction. Thus, considered as a whole,
t I motif i mirror symmetric around both major axes. (Note
ax s may not , how v r,
interch ng d). Fin lly
that th
I would raw your all ntiofl to ,the symmetry of th in terlo ck
wh re th c ntral Band M6motifs join togeth er to create th e
lar r b nd patt rn . H r also we t,ind an ident ical symmetry .
Thu in this ingl m tif w find n sted symme tries (th e
lo ng ) and symm tri ca l (th gr cal shapes. But th ese end ·
I
symm tri s indue n monotonly in th observer, for
even ashe tak s th em in, he find s th em co nsistently viol ated
by asymmetric but r gu l rand compl ex vari ations whi ch
br th incr dible t nsion int th larg r im ag f the
band . Furth r, whi le th e design k rnel s ar symmetric , th e
matrix which th y im ply is not, In that it can be al ern t ly
r ad as diagonal strip s, hori zontal rows. or vertical co l mns,
non of which i symm tric with respec t to th e h i!; if as a
whol . Thu In tt mpting to organiz th pattern th e obrv r i consta ntly to sed back and f orth between alternativ e
vi ws of th am material co nfound d by th underlyi ng but
slipp ry svmm try , intrir~u d by th e chromatic brillianc
(id ntical both t rm1nologically and sub ntiv ly to th us
of dis on nc in 19th c ntury mu sic) and gen rally ti mula d
by th nd l ss fascination of thi s si ngle band on a huipil with
ven diff r nt bands nd two subtype I
Thi rna ing gam is p layed el ewl1ere. Co nsider the variati on rung on 8 nd M3. cons isting in its simp lest form of a
row o f lozeng s separ t d nests of chevrons vagu ly r sembling
om - oms (M3A). Tl is b nd is symm tric around tl1e hori zo n·
tal xi . nd r und ny xi drawn vertica ll y t:1 rough either
a pom-pom or a lo ng •. This symm try p li es to the co lor
as w II a th form . However, in Bands M3B nd M3c thi s
impl symm try di pp rs. and is replaced_b y the m re
n in Band Ms . Here the co loring
comp l x r lation hip
of th bands sTrongly r inforc s th diagonal stripe interpretation, and th co nflict between this and the hl)rizontal row
or v rtical column is not so groat within ach band . However
II thre ba nd s ar int rvisib l on th e huipil, th e
in mu h
con flict i ac tu lly nhanc d, as it is by compArison with Ban<!
6 and Band Ml ( impl fi ld of loz nges arranged in co lored
diagonal ri p
nd high ly sim ilar to B nds LIO and Lll from
San Andr s, of which it is th sim I st v riant. ) urth er. th e
fa ct that sll thr M3v riants (A,B,C) ar u d together on
thi huipi l indicate;, tha t th se co nsiderations (th t nsions
induced by th vari nt p rceptua l interpretations of the or-
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Band M-3C
Black
Y ellow

Band M-38

Band M·3A

y llow

Pink

Green

(C ta logu,e No . 21007)

Blue Red Orange

seen.
Huipil es of this ord r of ymm try r not typica l of 11
h igh land _gr?u ps, Many of th. m are of th utmost simpli ity,
as th e hu1p1l of Chamul a, wh 1ch is f black gr y or brown
wool, with or without a f in e p in strip of bla k gray whit
?r. brow~, invi ~ibl e at a di st ance of th re f et. T he ~ebs r~
JOined With bnght contrastinr, stitching (gre n is common) .
The overal l effect is simple but'v ry strong . Decoration is
appl ied with an embroid ery n dl around th arm and n ck
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hole in green, r d or orange and across th e breast in a narrow
band of seldom mor than th ree inches, ju st above a cascade of
of bright twine (in red, orange and green) and ribbo ns of
many colors. This brilliant bouQuet serves to compl et ely
mphasiz th sober streng th llf hu ipil as a whole. Th e bands
illu rat d her ar not actual ba nds in t he same sense used
above . .Actually t h se are simp ly aggregations of m oti fs,
eith r g om tric ( specially t h zig-zag. l ine) or m imetic (t he
flow r • animals, t rs, t re s).

which th work is embroidered. Many garm ents are not em·
raider d . Many garmen ts are not embroidered at all, whil e
oth rs r only worked around the holes through which th e
ti s ar run. With the excep tion o f Band C1 (f rom a Huipil)
th O•th r motifs have been taken f rom a w oman's headpi ece.
There is little regul ar ity and sti ll les sy mm etry about thi s
piece, nd in fact th weave r seems to have been playing whil e
she worked, changing her mind a si f w orking on a sampler not
meant for show. For all of th is, it is one of t he mo st light·
hearted and gay of all Chiapas garmen ts. Th difference be·
tw en this appro ch to urface design and that of th e wom en
from Magdelenas or San An dr s co uld sca rcely be greater,
and it is a diff renee that may be seen to a heightened degree
in th coStume of Hu istan.
Mo of the work don is Huista n is of relatively course
cotton wov n u nusu ll y t ightly. resu lt ing in a fa bric of some
weigh and thick ne . It is lef t whi te and is scant ily adorned
(otr n not en all), primarily In black mbroid ery, wi t h occas·
ion I u
of red thre d as we ll . Of th many garments in my
coli ction only sev n moti f s show up (compared with better
th n thirty from T nejapa) and none o f these is drastically
di similar f rom the oth r, once they have been sorted into
itch ry and mbroid ry. That is Motifs HI -H4 h ve a strong
fami ly r s mbl nc a do H5·H7. (The cat al ogue r t erence
number give a Mtion of the relative frequency of occurance,
although all it ms from Hu sitan have not been included .}
Th sa done in brigh t red or de p black, scattered on t he urface of the garment, have a · ro ng effect, and seem , of all t he
cost,umes of th high lands, to have most in com mon with
20th C ntury d sign princip les, One item, a sn awl do es have
a black woven dge, su rrounding a large white interior. H ere,
f lo ting off c nter, are t hree examp les of H2. The restraint
is noteworthy, particularly when contrasted with th e relativ e
exc ss of Magdel~enas. This shawl (Cat. No . 42.007} has t he
dignity and imp l ic ity o f a Shaker altar cloth .
llf the Cham ul ns and Huisteno embro id er simpl e motifs
on plain backgrounds, and the San A ndres and Magdelenans
brocade elaborate geometric bands, t here is a third major
group, containing those w ho weave striped cl oth or stripes
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STRUCTU

up lowland estates and transformed the great majority of ..
Zinacantecos from peons to independent peasant farmers
(Cancian, 1974, 50). And, belying the relative permanence of
the structures described above, this is how dynamic the processes are in operation in the highlands today, But change
has not always been this dramatic, although it has been constant. It is presumed (Vogt, 1969c, 25-28) on the basis of
comparative Maya I ingu istic data, research on the domestication of corn, and other information and hypothecation
that a proto-Mayan community of about five thousand with
a subsistence agricultural system based on fully cultivated
corn existed around 2600 B.C. in the highlands of northwestern Guatemala (Department of Huehuetenango). As this
protocommunity expanded, it fragmented, and groups left
the protocommunity moving into the surroundin_g areas. The
fifth group to leave was the Tzeltalan, which left somewhere
around 750 B.C. stopping initially in the lowlands of the
Usumacinta River Basin in the vicinity of the borders between
Guatemalan Peten and Mexican Tabasco and Chiapas. During the time they spent here it is postulated as likely that the
Tzeltalan participated peripherally in the Classic period of
Maya development (A.D. 300-900),1eaving the area and moving west into the Chiapas highlands between A.D. 500 and 750.
The Tzeltalan differentiated into the Tzotzil and the Tzeltal in
the vicinity of A.D. 1200. This essentially inferred picture
is strongly supported by the archeological work carried out
in the highlands by Robert Adams (1961, 341-360) who noted
scant and scattered population during the Preclassic, a marked
increase in population during the late Early Classic (the period postulated for the arrival of the Tzeltalan in the highlands),
and by the Late Classic "nucleated ceremonial-dwelling centers widely distributed on steep easily defended headlands"
which "pattern was replaced gradually during the Postclassic
period by one in which more intensive use was made of the
larger, more strategically located valleys" (341). By the time
of the Spanish conquest, all evidence supports the contention
that, while trade with other Mesoamerican groups was rapidly
increasing, the region was nonetheless, relatively isolated.
This preconquest picture describes a situation markedly similar to that found today .
Voat says: "Although presentevidencesuggest that the high
lands were not subjected to heavy Aztec influence in the preColumbian period, the Spanish conquest in the 16th century
and subsequent developments during the 17th, 18th, and
19th centuries did have an important impact on the Indian
cultures of the region" (Vogt, 1969a, 143). Elsewhere he adds:
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As soon as possible after open hostilities ceased, the Spanish
.Jroceeded to establish encomiendas, which granted both large
tracts of land and the services of Indian residents on the land
to the conquerors. They also soon began to practice policies
of reduccion and agrupacion to bring dispersed rural Mava
populations into manageable adminstrative units and facilitate
the conversion of the Indians to Christianity. (Vogt, 1969~,28).

In the area around San Cristobal there was significant change.
The ceremonial centers were turned into cabeceras, with their
churches, town square and neat right-angle grid street pattern .
During the two hundred years following the conquest the bulk
of the Spanish and Christian elements currently seen in the
culture of the highland Indians were absorbed , digested, and
fused with pre-Columbian Maya beliefs, attitudes and cultural patterns. During the 18th and early 19th centuries, as
Mexico gained its independence from Spain,Spanish-Christian
influences declined, and a number of suppressed Mayan elements re-emerged, to form a new and highly stable cultural
gestalt. During the latterpart of the 19th century, in the so·
called Pax Porfiriana, an export coffee industry established
itself in the highlands of Chiapas and Guatemala which led
to the erection of new mechanisms to exploit Indian labor
(and the painting of a fine, nearly transparent layer of German
influence over the region). This period, saw one of the two
Indian rebellions to have taken place since the conquest. The
Mexi.c an Revolution set in motion trends which have and
continue to have, profound effects in the highlands. Land
reform, mentioned by Cancian, has transformed the lives of
numbers of Indians: improved medical assistance has lowered
the death rate so substantially that an explosive growth of
population has resulted, leading to new and heavy pressures
on both the social and economic structures of the communities and the region as a whole; the National Indian Institute
(IN I) manifests both the greater respect shown Indians and
Indians customs, as well as the national concern over their
educations and futures. As Vogt concludes his d iscussion of
these materials: "Far from becoming a vanishing race, the
contemporary Maya -speaking peoples are some of the most
vigorous in all of Middle America" (Vogt, 1969, 29).
Clearly, this synopsis of the history of the Txeltalan
touches briefly on only the most significant and obvious
changes they have undergone. But it should provide a line
of reference for an even sketchier and more hypothetical discussion of a similar history of their costume. If the costume
is as integral to their culture as I have argued it must be, then
it should reflect all(or at least many) of the changes
enumerated above . Unfortunately our data are extraor-
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dinarily poor, but they are alii we have to w ork with . Wh at
ell us?
do they t<
A . TH E MAYAN PROTOCOSTUM E

l1t is only fak to ay that there is no protocostume for the
Maya, or for that matter., any oth r peopl e, though one could

with an immense amo unt of work . be created , not along
the li nes o·f comparative linguistics, but along tho e of comparative folk ta le tudi , particu larly the so-called Finnish
app roach,. in which tale are broken down into motifs from
which tal tvp s ar constwcted. Thousands of ta le are th en
comp red an n an ly i of variants lead to the co nstruction
of a prototale or U r-type (Thompson. 1946; 1955-1958; Aarn e,
1961). Such a motif index and costume type coultl be created
fo r the high land costumes, drawing on the resources of t he
major colllections (Museo N clona l de Antropologia, Mexico;
Musee de !' Homme , Paris; Museum fur Vol kerkunde, Basel;
Middle American Resear,ch In stitute Tulane; and oth ers not
tom ntion th private col11ections of the Cord ry s, Duby de
Blom, Hernan2 Humbrias, mysel·f and others, orn e of which
are larg r than the insti.tutional co ll ections). This would allow
us to construct faMy r ad ily a T zeha lan proto -costume, which
could then be com par d with similar protocostumes that
could be developed for th e highlands of Guatemala(drawing,
for l!'l<ample, on O'N'eale, 1945, and the even more numerous
and larg rcoll ctions of Guatemalan costumes). Th e work
cou ld and hou ld b done, but since it is not, it is good we
can punt.
Gayton says: "1 n native habits of w eaving and dress Mex ico
and Gu.atemala ar ssentially oe , differentiated by variations
sulbordrnated to tile Middle Ameri ca n whole" (Gayton, 1969,
155). Gayton's evid ence is h igh ly an cdotal but it is possibl e
to substantia'e it in a si milar fashion . .Anyone familar with
costumes from the Maya of the G1:1atemalan highlands could
instantly cite a number o f impressiv similarities and
differences. The simi lar ities in clude similar garment types
(O'Neale, 1945 , 105·215), simil ar weaving techniques (31 ·84),
sim ilar mat erials (cotton, wool and si lk ) and methods of preparing them(7 - 29 ~. and a sim ilar integrat ion of weaving into
th e larger functional activiti es of the co mmunities(219-24.5).
The difference would revolve around a su perf icial lack of similarity among the costume patterns, particularly in the use
of pl aids and colors and the overall impression, but it is of
course just such differences that we wou ld expect to f ,ind be·
tween peopl es separated for some 2700 years. Furt:her, a
closer examination of th e motifs displayed on the Guate·
mal an costume shows a remarkabl e overlap with those
employed in th e costumes of Chiapas, as do the design areas
on the costumes of both regions. Compare, for in11tance, this
huipil from Ch i,chicastenango (O'N eale, Figure 24,d) with
1
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region, particularly in the north (Sivaca, Tenango, and so on)
.and the south (V. Carranza, Amatenago and the like). As
we know, the bulk of the Amatenangan costume is made in
Huehuetenango (Nash, 1970, 63). On the other hand, very
little tr'ade in clothing is reported from the Ch iapas highlands into other parts of Mexico, with the exception of
some plain cotton cloth traded from V. Carranza into the
Zoque region surrounding Tuztla (Cordry and Cordry,
1941, 47). That is, the vast bulk of the trading in
costume materials is carried out within the Maya highland
area. Without belaboring the point. I think it is safe to
conclude that the Tzeltalan costume is a subtype of the
greater highland Maya costume complex.
But if this is so,. then it is not unreasonable to examine
the historic evidence relating to the costume of the ancient
Maya in order to approach the protocostume from a slightly
different angle. Un·fortunately, here too, there is a lamentabl·e lack of data. Morley says:
No textiles from the Old Empire· P.eriod have survived and
only a vel}' few from the New Empire Period. A few frag·
ments of whlte cotton cloth, said to date from j'ust before
the Spanish Conquest, are reponed from a small cave near
Tenam ln the hl{/1/ands of Eastern Chiapas; the supposed
late New Empire origin of tills cloth is based upon the type
o.f pottery assoclared with it. Numerou$ small pieces of
carbonized cotton cloth, which show many different and
complicated weaves and which also date from the late New
Empire times, •vvere recovered from the Well of Sacrifice at
Chichen ltza. (Morley, 1947,. 405)

Similar conclusions have been reached by others (Johnson,
1954; Spiden, 1957; Mahler, 1965; Cordry and Cordry, 1968,
5·9). Most of the extant fabrics consist of small pieces,
helpful in coming t•o some understanding of ancient
weaving technique (for example) Johnson, 1954, found
batik and hand painting employed on the fabrics discovered
in t:he highland of Chlapas), but less helpful in reconstructing
the patterns thus created (although Mahler, 1965, has
attempted to complete many of those found in Sacred Cenote
at Chichen ltza)_ Nonetheless, the surviving basreliefs,
startuary, figurines , codices and account of the conquistadors
bear ample wit ness to richness and variety of pre-Columbian
textile art among the Maya. The work of the Old Empire
(Classic) seems to have rivalled that of the ancient Peruvians
whose textiles have survived in large quantities and which
demonstrate weaving art of the very highest quality and
,at almost incredible complexity and fineness, while that
of t:he New Empire seems to be simpler and at times even
hematic.. In reviewing some of this material, three
concerns would seem to be paramount; the extent to
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:Dc:ld•• 1xehel weaving .
Codex Tro-Corteslanus
'

rltJV, 11947, 408.1

Fray Torbido de Morolonia tells us that children were glv, n
a name on the seventh day after birth and that.. . "if it wos
a male child, they put an arrow Into his hsnd, and If It was
a female child, a spindle and IAit1Bving stick (shurtle), as a
sign that she should be diligent and housewifely, a good
spinner and a better \Waver." (1968,6)

Clearly among both the andent Maya ttnct the zeltalan of th
highlands we find as nearly identical a weaving compl x a
could be expected with th passage of the five to twelve
intervening years.
When it comes to the question of garment typ s th issue
is slightly more complex, but the Tzotzil and Tzelral em to
wear a garment that resembles that of U1 pre-Columbians to
a greater extent than is true of any other indig nou gr up in
Mexico today. Cordry and Cordry y that "Til principal
items of men's apparel which h ve retained to som degr
their ancient character are belt and ndles" (1968, 1631
and this is certainly tru e in a heightened degree mong th
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Tzeltalan. Many commentators have remarked on the highbacked sandl es worn by th e Zinacantecos on ceremonial
occasions whi ch are identical to those found on ancient
Mayan bas-reliefs (Cordry and Cordry, 1968, 164; Vogt,
1969d, 108) as well as on the resemblance between the belts
worn by many highland groups with their elaborately decorated ends worn S<), as to display them prominently, and the
'decorations on the ends of the ancient Maya loin-cloth .
Compare thi s description from Spinden:
The everyday dress of the men was a sort of breech cloth
that passed around the hips and had end flap& hanging down
in front and behind. In the ancient sculptures these apronlike flaps are often embellished... .. Often apons have a sort
of openwork design In the center and a fringe at the bottom.
(Spinden, 1957, 148-149)
with this from Blom and La Farge o n the Tenejapa of the
high lands: A sash of white ma terial may be worn, the ends of
wh ich, hanging down in front, are elaborately embroidered"
( 1927, 393). On ceremonial occasions th e sash used in Tenejapa i extraordinarily elaborate and frequently worn in the
manner of th e cclesiastic sto le, with th e long ends flat against
the ody, di playing the embroiderty to best advantage (see
Plates 80 and 83, Duby, 1961) . A fringe more often than not
terminates the sash , and the garment and the manner of wearing it is common among the Tzeltal to th e point of being a
di in ui ing cha ract ri stic, as well as among th e Tzotzll of
Chillchihuitan, Magdelenas, Sa nta Marta and other communitie in their gen r I vicinity. Whil e the loin-cloth itself may
not hav su rvived the co nquest of th e pants its decorative
fuc1ion i retain d in th highland sash . (It ~ ay also be crit·
ical to no rh a the designs on th e sash ends are identical
to tho u d on the wom an's huipil in many communities,
thus p rovid ing both sex s with simil ar motific material.)
. Anoth r urvival, and one not previou sly commented on,
I also common among the T zeltal , Spinden describes this
garment:
·
A garment in th e fo rm of a short skirt reaching h81f-way
down the thigh Is wmetlmes seen upon figures which evident8Jiy represent men... . The belr at the top of this short
skirr recoives the greater part of the decoration, which is
usually of geometric style. (1957, 149)
What Spind n mistakes for a skirt is actually the bottom of
1ih typical m le tunic, fl ared out by its straight cut, and
,
constrain d by th sash. T his is perfectly illustrated by Duby s
pho t ograph of an Oxchuc youth (Plate 88, 1961) and 1s seen
on n arly v rv northern Tzeltal male. Comparison with Spin-
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ion and in that shown by the Cordrys in Vogt ( 1969d, 209)
they a re there in abundance one associates with the feather
work of the ancients.
In this brief survey we have omitted the discussion of th
ceremonial costume at large because of its unending complexities not only in its variety, but in the melting of Hispanic
and Mayan garments, as well as the more modern garment
being continuously adapted · pants, shirts, rubber rain ponchos
and hat covers, gathered skirts, store-bought blouses, store·
bou~t cotton-· in the fluid process of existence , since th se
latter are not only not fully adopt d, but clearly not of pre·
Columbian origin .
Finally we must direct attention to the 1issue of pattern sur·
viva Is in the surface d c r tion of the costume . H Je there is
both th 1 sst likelihood of dlr ct urv ival and the most tenuou s
evidence. The Cordrys argue that:
Designs on textiles showing survivals of pre-Hispanic Influence that can actually be named seem few. It is possible
that In the sixteenth century many designs were changed
slightly (enough to make them unrecognizable now) to meet
the approval of the Spaniards. (1968, 174)

They th en list severa'l, all of which may be found on highland
costumes: the stepped fret or grecs; a variation of this known
among the Ncnua as pato de tigre (found in Teneiapa, Mitonic
and elsewh ere): a running triangular motif cal led 'solar ray"
or "fire serpent"; our o ld fri e d the zig-.zag; variations on a
number of ancient glyphs whose identification Is highly quest·
ionable at thi s point; large numbers of other geometric motifs
such as th e chevron; and ce rtain motifs mimetic of nature,
which may be survivals or "reinvention: · The problem are
many. For one thing, when a weaver is w.illing to provide
names and significations for patterns (and usually this strikes
her as a !l udicrous proceeding), it is found that other weavers
in the same commun1ity give them entirely different names.
For another, many of the motifs are of world-wide distribution,
and consequently, capable of wide-spread and frequent inde ·
pendent and repetitive invention. For a third, where an animal
once used to represent a glyph and have formal significance,
it no longer does so , and it is fatuous to insist on the ancient
interpretation . The same is true of geometric patterns. As
the Cordrys point out ( 1968, 180), multicolored chevrons
once symbolized war, but I doubt that the many Tenejapa
women with the motif running along their neck holes have
any such intentions.
Against this gloomy pictu~r~e are the following considerations.
One: ther,e are extenslv,e similarities between the ancient and
'c ontemporary motifs. Two: the motific materia.! found in the
highlands in no way draws upon Hispanic motifs, or If it does
it has been drastically altered and thoroughly incorporated into
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It is possible that t/1 first srops tnken wor ~ 11 - ld n tl I. In
preparing the splints some m y h ve been of o lightly dlt
ferent color from others,. IM!en worked Into the fobrl
this diffemnce would be noticed, nd, lrh r from urlo lty
or a desire tf imitate, th8 origin I effe t produced would
be duplicated. Once started, th v ri' 'tions produ
by
color led the vveaver long m ny p ~ tJJ • It of th m nov, /,
intere.<:ting nd pleasing. (190;1, 1951

Tl>e maving of the zig-zag has a p uliar fa in tion for om
weavers--ev,en mod rn craftsmen--for on r on bee u , Uk
the diagonal of any mgufar twill, the pattern develops so quickly
and visibl y. Onc-e the beginning line of floats i's set, th metho·
dical progr ssion toward the right or the I ft ov r a pr d tcr·
mined number of vvarps governs the slant of tl?e motive outline
and reoetition produces it indefinitely .......

The point is that if w ace pt James' cid nt 1 rigin, or for
th. t m tter any oth r, it i n t n sa ry to po tu l t
trl ky
process of passing on the discovery of the geometric p tt rn,
because it I ies in the logic of the weaving. (I know I don't
have to point out the frequency of occurenc of th lozenge
or zig-zig in I ighland weav ing.) Every weav r, no matt r that
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th e pattern lies about her in a thousand garments. experiences
a strong sense of creation, not only in doing the pattern for
the first t,i me, but in seeing it blossom before her eyes for the
hundreth tim e. For pur poses of argument, let us accept this
dual point, that the original discovery of pattern making was
accidental and inherent in the logic of the medium .
Th en, th e argum nt of congruent evolution goes,. th ere was
imultaneou ly existent a strong impulse to imitative design,
i.e., a de ire to create pattern s imitative of things seen, how·
ever
n, in the real world. Thi s impulse led to the drawing
of plctu r s or representations which, as the skill of the weaver
progressed, individu ally and culturally, were gradually worked
lnro th e f bric, But th e medium would have a strong effect on
lM character of th ese mimetic designs. It is difficult to produe tf'ue curves on t he loom, particularly if the matrix is at
all coa r • an d t here is a con sequ ent tendency to an unden iable
angu larity about the hum an figures. animal s, floral and other
mo t ifs tha t ap ear in brocaded work. It is when the w eaver
turn to embroidery th at th se can be most readily accomplish·
ed . Wh at resu lts is not a realistic portraya l , but a conventional
one, and wh at tln u exists within the weaver's repertoire of
images are geom etr 'c design elements responsive to the w eaving
and t echnica l compl ex of th e weaver, realistic design elements
perceived and occasionally produced (most closely in embroid·
ery ). and convent ional design elements representative of a fu ·
sion of th e f oregoing two lines of development. Spinden terms
this noti on "involut ion" and says:

The general rh ory of Involution given about accounts for
reallsrlc, geometric and conventionalized art existing side
by side,· the different degrees of modification according
to this method do not require a time sequence. Of course
rime brings many changes. There is of18n a marked tenden·
cy lor rich conventionalizations to degenerate Into meager
{}fJometrlc moulds. But this Is simply evidence of dissolution
oM1en the unstable compound of conventional art breaks
down Into Its original components. (1957, 48)
Thl ppro ch has t he important advantage of embracing the
'f act th at th e three mode of design co-exist happily together,
oft n on
ingle fabri c or fa cade, whil avoiding simple historic
,aecoun that insist on the development of geometric art as a
d n rat on of realistic imagery. the elaboration of realistic
rt ou t of ometrlc mat ri al (both of which have a certain
popul r t y d sp ite th eir incredibility) . and which sees con·
vent ional art
me evolutionary hangover to be treated,
not by lnrfu lorn o,f bl k coffee , bu pattern books from
uro
(whi l rlgnoring their own highly conventional aspect ).
Bo th Splnd n nd Jam do in 1st upon a hierachy of higher
volut on, o ne' tho mov from th e minor to the higher arts,
'·' .• from b
try
pot t ry . from bask . tr y and pottery to

w vin , from w vlng t li to
Spinden y :

rving,,

nd

forth. 011'

developmental sequence of the essential design motifs.
1 want to argue that the resplendence of design to be seen
in the geometric fanta sies of the Tenejapa began in imitation,
but not in imitation of a jaguar or star, lightning bolt or flower, but something much much closer to hom e, namely the
stitches used to tie the web tog ther, You will recall that
the weaver cannot, on the back strap loom, cr ate a piece
of cloth wider than the lateral reach of h r arms. In fact,
given the maneuv ring nee sary at both edges of the fabric
it must be con iderably narrower . Thus, in order to creat a
huipil or tunic capable of nclosing the adult form, it is im perative to wear two or more webs sewn togeth r. Th Lac n·
don, an isolated 'Mayance people living in the lowlands of the
Usumacinta basin to th east of the highlands who have, of
all the Mayance peopl , en least {essentially not at all) in·
flu need by the Hispanic incursion, do this, and very little
more. Garm nts that have been worn for any period of time
are uniformly gray, con isting of two wevs of coarse weave
sewn together up the c nter and along the sides. Closer examination rev Is the remnants of fine red stripes, four in num ·
r, along the dg s of th e webs (Cat. No. 120.001) but no
other d coration. An unused examp le (C at. No. 120.002) is
creamy white with six bright red stripes. The cost ume is
least adorned of all of those indig nous to Chiapas. (See Duby,
1961, Plate 100-138, for further evidence of the utter simplicity
and elegance of this costume.) The stitch used to connect
the webs is a imple binding stltlch, and makes this patt rn on
ith r f ce of t.he g rment:I//I/,S$~SW/I//I/#////
This xact itch hows up on four 'o f the six hulpiles we shall
examine from Ten japa (90.004, 90.0012, 90.018, 90.019),
but not on one which consists of a single web of store-bought
material on which it would be lud icrous.
Significantly, the stitch appears on ly at th very bottom of
th
ck nd front of ch web, where It would b hidden,
inc th
nd would b tuck d into the skirt-top. On two
of th
, however, the stitch Is done in co lor, even at the ex·
trcme nd (90.018, 90.019) so th tit becomes by virtu e of
that impl g ture not mer ly a binding mechanism, but a
rt of th d cor tion. At the sam in t nt. the flood -gates
of inv ntlon ar op n d , n ver to be clo d again. The next
step in the evolution of this motif I to make the entirety of
stitch a part of the decoration. This re ults in th tr nsition
to
Nh.A6AAAA~
(a trans'tl'on
st 1
' ll
from N111
I J1111/llltt
I 1 I I Tl Tl I
_
~TJ f f ( 1 1\'
•
oo made on the decorativelv·uncon erned iperating table,
where sutures continue to resemble the prosaic but sufficien't
bin,CJiing itch) . Since this stitch is redundant and thus decors ·
tiv , it n ver appears in white on any huipiles in my collection,
but lw y in color (while the suture stitch Is found ,jn both
wh i and co lor). This titch I in both cases (90.004, 90.012t
IOCdt d tween th sutur tit h (in whit ) and the body of
th d ign cro th che t and o lder , and proceeds up-
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fauna, but oi something, very close to hand, a w ell -known
and long-used stitch.
.
If such were the case, these w eaver s could not have hrt ~n
a more amenable point from which to launch th emse lv tnto
brocading , for as O'Nea le pointed out, .th .d .sign is ea~y to
work and almost hypnotica lly comp lltng rn rts unfolding .
In its most basic form, it is also th e impl est possibl e motif
Taken apart a two woof-strand zig-zag consist s of nothin
but two binary rows out of pha by half a cy cle. T hu . th
bottom row is a simple on-o ff patt rn, wher th
n is r pr ·
sented by a figure (color d) str nd ri si ng abov th off or
ground warp thr ads thu s: color -ground -co lor-ground or
101010 and so on. Th row imm diat ly abov is id ntical,
excep that if th bottom row b g n withal, thi s begins with
an 0: 10101010. Th e height of the zig-za g is determined by
the binary code us d. Thu s an 0101 code generates a zig-zag
two woof strands l 1igh, whil 100010001 g nerates one thr
strand high , nd 100000100001 generates one four strand s
high and so on,70nc this principle is grasped, zig-za gs of any
dimension can be generated and they can be run with equal
faci lity vertica lly or hori zo ntally , On a number of huip,il es
from San Migu I Mitontic both orizonta l and verti ca l zig-za gs
are f ound on th e sam garm ent (as in 57.009,57 ,001 and
oth ers) . V ariations in the thickness of th e " lin "u sed to
d scrib the zig-zag are similar function of th binary code.
Thus, a lin one warp strand thick is generated by a single I
bound d by 0' , wh r as a I ine rwo warp-strand s thi ck co nsists
of two ll's bound dby D's, thu : 0110 , lnth 1i waybothth 1size
f the zig-zag and th thr ckn s ·of it. d ~ rining line ca n b nd·
lessly man ipulat ed. And clear ly the w ea v rs und rstand th
principl s. Th d sign is xecut d in th h ad and carried out
s plann d, for s must b well known by now, th fabric
i rolled up in fron of th weav r a he proc eds, and only
a v ry mall portion of th e "present" (th e past ro lled up, the
future latent in ant icip ation of th e rest of th design) is there
to be seen by the w eav rat any tim . To assume, und r these
conditions. tha t th e w aver is unawar of the under lying princip l s of he rd sign would b I ss than pau ltry .
I rema rk d ea rli r th at the lo ze ng patterns were created
th rough re f l ction of th e zig-zag along its longer axis, but this
is not pr cis ly the case . Its generation is most simply accom·
pli~ed by continuing the process that generated the zig -zag
in the f irst place on more ep:
1010101010
01010101010
In this pattern the lo eng can
be en by conn cti ng any appro
1010101010
propria te f our Is or Q,' c; . A nd ju t as the zig-zag can be modi fi d to cr at ig of wh at ev r height, or thick ness, so this ar·
r ngem nt ca n be manipulat d to create lozenges of any size.
Th
xt nt to which thi s i understood by th e w eaver can be
non
mall huipil from Magd I na s of th late 1950's
(5 4.006) which is a v ritabl e umma zig-zagtica . All of th
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stitches demonstrated on the Ten japan huipiles can be found
here (except the trompe I' oeil one) as well as the full r!lnga of
basic lozenge motifs. But aston ishingly a number of the zigzags are pick d out in different co lors so that they look lik e
003000300

02020202020

this 100010001 where I is pink, 2 is gre n1and 3 orange,
which is ref lected in th zig-zag next above it (if the lower
one is 1.2.3. th nth upper one is 3,2,1) while vet other have
two rows of one color, the third In another, wh ir- y t another
group has all three rows in the same color, as if the weaver
wished to demonstrate her comprehension of the g n rating
principles, In still a fourth set she has add d the thr rows
together in exactly th fashion hypothe ized an generating
the lozenge but in green, orange and pink as shown here:

~5~~9~~~9~~~

010101010101
These zig-zag bands not only mediate more elaborate bands
of lozenge material, but as if to make it clear that the lndlvi·
dua l unit in the larger pattern, th e zig-zag bands also frame
a row of independent lozenges f loating in pace. Finally,
individual zigs hav b n picked oyt t·o become chevrons,
which are stack d one above the other.
This sequence of developm nt, from t he bindin.g tltch
in its functional role to its decorative role, then Its m tat1on
in brocade, its manipulation t•o create Held of lozenge , nd
finally the extraction of the individual loz nge and th ch -v·
ron 1
is. for all its plausibility, mer ly hypothe leal. Ther i
not one trace of historical ,ev idence to support it. Nor woulld
it help to continue it to how ho,w it continues, to gen r t
the greca for example, and to provide the mold in whreh
other imitativ impu lses are cast. uch as the men which occur
on the huipi les of Magdelenas, Santa Marta, V. C rr·anza nd
other towns. Non theless it is plausible, and to the _xt nt
that it rids us of the "accidenta l discov ry" postul t , r pllac·
ing it w ith a conscious desire to imitate the binding stitch
and the consequent requisit experimentation, m ~or comfort·
able. And it is consonant with our data. So I t' _ace pt It for
the moment.
Needless to say, none of this goes on in a vacuum. Wh atev r
the origin of these motifs, once ex.istent tney cou ld be recognized as any number of objects in the world or the imaglnaflbn
and so acquire names and meanings, symbolic attributes that
would enable these motifs to resona·t powerfu lly in th
cu lture at large. One function of this resonance woull d be to
channel further development of th motifs Bl1ong their most
meaningful lines. Thus, a zig-zag which began in imitation
of a binding stitich, might be recognized as.ll ightning, a so lar
ray, a serpent, water and so on . These associations would
guide its development to make it more liike th seth n It wa
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before, or determine the embedding context, so that the zig·
zag as serpent could be removed entirely from the fabric to
become part of the design of a temple, modified through the
mediating influence of brick or stone, and then reapplied to
the textile as something altogether different t han it was when
it left; a symbol of life, or death, or war, or movement. And
so, coursing through the Early Classic, the Classic, the Post
Classic these motifs would acquire and lose endless significations and be endlessly modified in shape, size, color and cha·
racter. But if the postulated sequence has any validity, they
could be also endlessly reinvented afresh , to constantly re·
invigorate this pool of im agery and interact with it, through
the sheer sensual pleasure and fascination of the weaving and
the construct ion of th e clothing.
B. THEMODERNPROTOCOSTUME
While the history of the Tzotzil and the Tzeltal is, like all
history, one of change, few changes could have been more sig·
nificant than the Spanish Conquest, with their new material
culture (wool, pants, metal etcetera) , their new social order
~esp_eci~lly the policies of reduccion, aggrupaccion, and the
InStitUtion of the encom iandos) and their new gods and votaries. Since we not only lack a Mayan protocostume but
any real idea of what these Indians were wearing at th~ time
of the conquest, it is difficult to assess the changes caused
by the conquest. There are only hints.
Among these hints one in particular stands out, and that is
that the Indians used their resources to create, a new costume
mimetic of certain aspects of clothing styles found among the
Spanish, exclusive of such considerations as their adoption
of trousers, where the influence is undoubted While there
is no reason to doubt that the costume of the various pre-Con·
quest communities was differentiated, it is unlikely that it was
differentiated along the lines found today. We have already
quoted Blom and La Farge (1927 , 400) to the effect that the
hat of the Hu istenos might have been modeled on that of
their patron San Mart in, and noted that the costume of the
saints is frequ ently that of the community as a whole. Fur·
ther, the whole history of Mexican art of the sixtee~th and
seventeenth centuries is one of Indian artisans work1ng out
Hispanic motifs and subjects, and nowhere is this more true
than in the area of ecclesiastic art . Thousands of churches and
monastaries were built and decorated by Indians, who infused
the Spanish iconography with a new blood. Cali says:

In the daytime the friars taught the children to read, write
;;md sing, also to carve and paint, and the first native Chris·
tian artists were children who were taught the rudiments of
Catholic art together with their catechism. And it was they
who decorated the early parish churches, copying the sacred
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pictures given them by the monks when they learned th eir
lessons well... (Cali. 1961. 120)
It seems likely that most of the Indian craftsmen did not
know the standard works prescribed on architecture and
sculpture and were content to copy the examples provided
for them by the friars as faithfully as they could.. . Travellers who saw the work of native Indians tended to criticize
their ignorance of bone structure and classical anatomy rather
rather than to appreciste their feeling for the sacred. And
indeed their statues and {)IJintlngs were but naive expressions
of simple faith; thick layers of bright color or the sheen of
gold on a statue mattered more to them than the quality
of its carving, which was often crudely symbolic. (68·69)
Naive copies of European masterpieces--Flemish, /tall n or
Spanish--from engravings found in prayer-books or catechisms
these pious Indian madonnas are not masterpieces. They
make no claim to be. But we can see now that they have
the awkward grace and sometimes the genius of primitive
artists, a brightness of color that is refreshing in Its naivete,
a change from the schemes of th e gtea t masters... T/7 a red
art of the Indian is an art of the p eople, and middle· lass
travelers often dis-liked it, yet satisfied friars ... ( 75)
And what could pl ease the friars more t han th at t l1 e Ind ians
should bend their costum ic resources to th e crea tion ,o f co tume patterned, more or less, on tho se f their p rt i ul r p tron saint. The Cordrys explicitly suggest clerical influ n
in the costume of SanJose Miahuatlan(1968, 166) . Why not
here in the highlands as well? On e annecdote and a upp sition is not much to go on, but perhaps we ca n co rr al som
further evidence short of wh at is need ed--a cam pi t h giography of the saints brought to Chiapas by Diego Maz ri
s
and the Dominicans as well as an iconography of th im g s
of these saints presented in the missles ,:>rayerbook s, and
other items printed by th e Pl antin Pr _ss of Fl nd rs which
had the exclusive privil ege of printing. th religous book
distributed in New Spain for nearly th ree-hundred y ars. C nsider, instead, the images creat ed during th e colonial p ri od
in the rest of Mexico and New Mex ico, as well as th e t raditional garb of the saints pre served in th e N w World tod v .
St. Lawrence, for exampl e, th e patron of Z inacantan is tr di·
tionally shown wearing a deacon's dalm at ic, n out r v st ·
ment usually of white decorated in eMbroidered str ip , on
on either side, in red . In a New Mexican Colonial po rtray al
(r3 reese and Boyd, 1966, 26) the dalmatic has becom e v rtically striped, perhaps as a con sequence of an att mpt th illusion
of folds of the garment, but the decoration th at should o ur
on the two panels has spread across the ent ire surface of the
garment. St. John, on the other hand patron of Chamula, is
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usually presented in a black cassock (Breese and Bo_vd, 24~
though not alway s. IF or examp le, in th Cathedral m Mex 1co
City is a late 16th century San Juan (Museum of M?dern Art,
1940 97) whose cassock is ,elaborate ly brocaded (s1mulated
in giided and painted wood) Y s, and so on . Certainly the
usual portraiture of San L,o renzo rings som e bells with the
costume of th e Zinacan tecan male, just as that of San Juan
rings some with that of th e Chamu la m ale. But, it is not
enough. There are too many questions, too many contra·
dictions to even build and -ca tl s in Spain . But enough to
add on mor f 1
i lter to alii tho e already n m d, through which
th e co tum of th T zotzi l and Tzeltal might have washed,
an d nough to note th at, w er e consc iou s im itatlon of saintly
or cl ri ca l clo thing t o b found t o play a part in the develop·
ment of th costum e, th at it would have taken place synthet·
ica lly, merging th e pre-Columbi an elements into th ese later
form s, using th e o ld bro ad d mo tifs to approximate the new
bro cad e simu lat don th wood en surfaces of the new icons
r si gnifying both the old r elements and th e newer ones, cr~
ating some thin g n verb fore k nown,
Only one thing is clear about th po st·Co l,umbian costume
in the highland and th at is th at it had stab iliz d into clos
a rox imati ons of curr nt forms by the lat e nineteenth cen·
tu1ry . Pho tos tak n the n (Starr 1900, 1908 ) reveal a ostume
liu l,e d iff ren t from th at of th 1920_ (Bi om anrl La Farg ,
1927), the 1940s and 1950 (H ern anz. nd : Haab, 1956: Duby,
1961), the 19 60s and 1970 (Lau ghlin , 1969; Vill a Rojas, 1969;
Vogt 1969a, 1969d : Canci n, 1974) . I t had probably developed
its cur ren t f orm dur ing the peri od betw en th e end of the
ncom i nda (1720) and the advent of th e coffee plantations
(sa y 1670) in th t ierra templada. Wh ,icll is not to say that
it ha n' t chan,ged. Th huge cha marras photograph ed by
Starr that reached to th e f et o f th e T nejapa and Chamu la
not to m ntlion the n arty h1ll ·l ngth huiril worn by the Cha ·
mula w ome n (1908 , 366). hav shru nk to kn e-length, or tess.
Th heavy l ndi n·mad hat worn by the Chamu la twenty
v ars a o is gone, repl aced by a store-bought articl e. Til area
of th e huipil brocad ed ha s decreas d, and the individu al mo·
t ifs hav grown larger and often cruder . Lost forever are the
rain ca as of woven straw or cornhusk s that made t he I ndians
look like strange gigantic bird s and much of the costume of
th nor the rn T z Ital, particularly in the Ocosingo Vall ey .
Com m rcialiy-m ade m anta has replaced th e home-loom ed
v ri ty for most of th e men's undergarments and has made
ig,nifi c nt inroads in th rest of th e costume . Pants of the
Mex ica n v ri ty not seen on any highland Ind ians in San Cris·
to al f ift en v ars ago, now seem to be worn by 11alf the males
wh'o com to town, and are worn increasingly at home as well.
Ru b r hat cover and rain ponchos are worn everywh ere, and
btou
of th commercia l sort are increasingly seen in even
th mo co nservative communiti es. In Canc ian' s photos (1974)
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NOTES

1. This terminology is borrowed from the work in what is
called artificial intelligence, an area of investigation concerned with modeling the human intelligence with the goal
of simulating it on computers. One problem of particular
importance is the creation of computers that can "see"
or, more accurately, cognize, a stimu lus field. What is at
stake is ability of the computer to create Pattern rules that
will allow it to order the field. Thus. oresented wi th a field
(likely a digitization of a cathode or other display), a complex and useless collection of, sa• ·, black and white dots of
varying intensity. it is necessary for the computer to "see"
patterns. that is,. organize the field into a collection, or set<
co llections, each member of which has a given attribute, or
set of attributes, in common. Then it would be able to
manipulate, tabulate, whatever, these "things". Thus,
presented with an aeria l photograph, a set of black and
white dots, it would be able to "see", count, and store the
houses, trees, gas storage tanks and so on. Jackson's chapter, "Pattern Perception" (Jackson, 1974, 169-212), goes
into this question in som e detail. Lik ewise informative is
Heinz von Foerster (1969).

2. To the best of my knowledge this e><hibit no longer exists,

having been destroyed in the calamitous fire that took La
Segoviana in late 1'968 or early 1969. Th proprietor, Joaquin Hernanz Humbrias, did not rephce it in his new shop.
At the time of my first visit this was the only su h ex hibit
in the world. In the unduly famous collection at Na Bolom
the emphasis was on their coillection of artifacts, In th e
Museum of Anthropology in Mexico City the emphasis
was still essentially archeological, an emphasis more than
rectified in the new unrivaled museum. During the fifties
and early sixties Joaquin Hernanz Humbrias was probably
one of a handful of people mo st conversant with the ma·
terial culture of the Tzotzil and Tzeltal Indians. His collection of photographs (lamentably destroyed, for the most
part, in the same fire ) was extensive and important documentation of the period between the first visit .of Blom
and La Farge and the return of Blom with Gertrude Duby .
His co ll ection of co tume , simi larly fated, wa more than
impressive. It was fmm his shop that many of the pieces
in other collections were acquired. It was to hls shop that
Indians brought the better pieces that they had to sel l,
items of unusual quality or antiquity. He was and remains
a weaver of distinction, and important citizen of San Cris·
toballas Casas, a friend and student of Indian culture, nd
a man who stands high in any recent history of this r gion.
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3. Years lat r. when I had more completely digested the
situation , I realized that my Chamula poncho was made,
most likely in Ouatemala, but possiblly in Comitan. In
efth r event it is neith r Tzotzil nor Tze ltal . The Chamula
never sew un the sides of th e:ir ponchos nor add patch poe·
ket o it surface . None of th ,is was, however, known to
me at th e time, having on my first day in San Cristoba l
fail d to comprehend th e inv riants that defined th pattern of th Chamula poncho. For a few y ars, as my understanding grew, I believed 'I had a rare example of Chamula
deviance, but I am forced to co nfess that my first and fa·
vorite item of Tzeltalan clothing is not that at all.

4. lit should be noted that not all the highland communi·
tie clothe their saints in their own costume, and that no
co mmunity clothes all its saints in the community costume
(see Vogt, 1969d, 353-361 for a description of the saint of
Zlnacantan), though most of them clothe nearly all of them
with some art icles of native dress and a few entirely in co ·
t ume. In Chamula practi ally no items of the costume ap ·
pear and th sa int:s are dressed in gaudy print d cotton with
mirrors hung around their necks r (rarely) sewn onto the
cloth it Jf. Boyd describ d a similar situation in New Mex·
ico: "A co lonial conomy shift d from barter to cash and
rural standards of living d cllned, th villagers continued
·o dr ss th eir favorit Sant·os ,in whatev r they could find:
mach ine·sti ched calico Mothe r Hubbards, beads, crochet
Que, . a doll' hat, tin I and any other offering at hand .
Curr ntly , coun try chap I im ages are seen deck din neck ·
I~
and brae I ts of plastic I cing or rayon socks" (Boyd,
1959, 35·36). It should be noted that the Chamula are
mong he poorest,, if not that, of th e high land groups. On
a s1 i htly different tack., .it might be noted that the empha·
l on cl anlln ss includes the very crosses in the churches,
which re wrapped in cloth and bound like mummies.
Fran Blom (oral communication) suggested that this was
to I< ep th m clean of ' cosmic dust". but I cannot. unfor·
tunat ly ne to his seriousness at the tim~.

located at edges away f1
rom t11 . de lgn) r fr qu, ntly
found in highland costumes.

6. Nearly everyone seems to agr~e that th d lgn I m nt
are symbolic, but of what. no one is willing to do mor
than tentatively guess. Aft r s ying. "From ~our oint o f
view the diff,erence in sty les from on municipio to ,ano·
ther are offten slight, especially in wom n's dr _,but from
an Indian's point ofvi w they r symbol I ally v ry lmpor·
tant"(Vogt, 1969d, 590). Vogt vouchsaf s no indlc tl n
as to what these mii ght be (unl ess h m nt that th dltf r·
ence··hardly as slight as he suggests ev n among wom n
dres~) are symbolic, as opposed to th de lgn I m nt
themselves,) But then neither do ·anybody I . And n r
shall I, as significant and thrilling as such ,investlg tion is.
The reason for this silence lies in th · maginltud of th
task . Coe describes what is involv
in his di cu ion of th
jaguar in Olmec iconography(l972, 1) whl h I sh ' 111 r phr
in our context. First, a form I oconologlc lnv stl tion
of highland art is requir d (including pott ry, w ood work
as well as costumes). My work, of wl1ich thi I pr liml·
nary report fs a beginning, but th fi ld i vast. S con ,
is a description of the natural history of th h lghland
(including man) providing th back,g round out f whl I
mimetic forms might have evolv d. Thi work i · nd wa
been carried out in the anth ro ologic work, ut mor _work
is needed along t he lin es of B!l atf,er' t~;,~dy, irw tlg tlng
the actual character of highland (or M yan) flora nd f un .
She reaps a significan h,arvest from 11 r study of b t , hum ·
mingbfrds, butterflies and other thing (81 ff r, 1972). Th
third thing that is required is n analy is ~of th r I tion ·
ships between men and their erivironm nt ( e Bl _ff r, I
Vogt in his concern forthe :r eUionship betw nth M y
Maya and mountains; and so on). Fourth, a g netic n ly ·
sis, such as is hinted at in the founh part of thl_ ap r , i
vital, to establish wh en and wh re wh at: iconic i m nt
entered the system , Finally, it all n ds to b lnt rr _lijtr.t:f.
Nothing less is demanded than th ~e int r· r tation of th "language" of the designs. I would m r ly mak sam t ntative suggestions h re toward ad coding f this I ngu
I am struck most by the resem blanc b tw _en th lo ng
with its stepped sides and th cosmic-mountain -p'J(ramid
image (Vogt, 1969d, 593·604; Vill la Roj. , 1'9 73, 135-143).
1tcouldbeaccide'1tal,butth pr dom in anc
fboth t
of elements suggests that it is not .. Next I m stru k by th
formee cross representat,i on of th four c l!id inal r glon
(Villa Rojas, 1331 and a recurring moti · in T n' j, , that
hi;IS eight arms (grecas. in facti d volving out of
nr 1
lozenge. A highly anth ropornorph ic flgur th t aprwar. ,,
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the ceremonial sash and cap in Tenejapa strik es me as a
representation of the Black -man of Zinaca ntan, which may
be a figur widely djspersed (espec ially if Blaffer's analy sis
is correct) . And so on. Th es are all conjecture of th e
very wild est so r , but such is th state of the art.

It shou ld be no ed tl Rt on ly in the case of two -woof stra nd
zig-zag c n the zig- ag be gen rated by the two identical
( 010 1) rows out of phas half a cycl . In ev ry oth er case,
only th top and bottom rows (creating th ea ks of the
pattern) ar out of phase a half-cycle. The other interv n·
ing rows do not have th e s me binary code as th ese , since
they will hav to show colo r twice f r every peak (once on
the up strok e of th zig an nee on th e down strok of th e
zag. Thus for a three-strand zig-zag,. the top and bottom
rows are 100010001 out o·f phase with respect to each
oth r, whil e th e middle row is 101010 10 10, out ot phase
with both othe rs. This resu lts from th e fact that th e num ·
b r of spaces in th outside rows is twice as great as tho
in th inside (th at is, 1000 has twice as many units s J()),
and soon .
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